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“Marriage and Madness”: 
Marriage Stability and Demon Possession in Irigwe, Nigeria* 
 
By Walter H. Sangree  
 
Preamble 
I lived and carried out research in Irigwe, Nigeria, between August 1963 and June 1965. 
They then had a population of approximately 18,000, and were one of several distinctive 
ethnic groups in Plateau State practicing mandatory polyandrous polygnous marriage.1 Fewer 
than 5 percent had received primary schooling, and had forsaken their traditional religion and 
marriage practices. This paper deals with the 95 percent living in their traditional Irigwe 
homeland in the mid 1960s, and who viewed themselves as “traditionalists [ne tede].”  
Elsewhere I have published a score of scholarly articles on the Irigwe, several of 
which focus on their traditional marriage practices.2 This paper examines, in effect, a 
“downside” of their marriage system, namely, a form of spirit or “demon” possession that 
was pandemic among married women. These episodes of “demon [rïjé]” possession afforded 
them a major socially tolerated outlet for venting their feelings of separation and loss 
stemming from the affiliative disjunctiveness inherent in traditional Irigwe conjugal 
relationships.  
I describe in some detail a “Demon Taming [Nyí Rîjé]” ceremonial that I witnessed 
on the very last night of my fieldwork in Irigwe (June 21–22, 1965). This ceremonial, which 
is the usual first step towards a victim’s achieving demon mastery and becoming a “demon 
possession healer [nevo rîjé],” exemplifies the socially integrative importance of demon 
possession activities for many traditionally married Irigwe women. I also include glimpses of 
                                                
* Many thanks to members of the African Studies Center at Boston University for their support, and 
particularly to Professor Parker Shipton for his salient suggestions. 
1 See Jean-Claude Muller, JEUX DE MIRROIRS: Structure polytiques du haut plateau nigérian (Paris: 
Cahiers de l’homme, École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, 1998).  
2 See Jean-Claude Muller and Walter H. Sangree, “Irigwe and Rukuba Marriage: A Comparison,” 
Canadian Journal of African Studies 7, 1 (1973): 27–57; Walter H. Sangree, “Going Home to Mother: 
Traditional Marriage among the Irigwe of Benue-Plateau State, Nigeria,” American Anthropologist 71, 6 
(1969): 1046–57; “Secondary Marriage and Tribal Solidarity in Irigwe, Nigeria,” American Anthropologist 74, 
5 (1972): 1234–43; “The Dodo Cult and Secondary Marriage in Irigwe, Nigeria,” Ethnology 13, 3 (1974): 261–
78; “Prescriptive Polygamy and Complementary Filiation among the Irigwe of Nigeria,” Man 9 (1974): 44–52; 
and “Le sexisme chez les Irigwe, Nigeria: Ses contraintes et ses correlats soci-culturels et economiques.” 
Anthropologie et Societes 3, 1 (1979): 147–79. The best summary analysis of my published and still 
unpublished research findings on the Irigwe is “Chefs de guerre et chefs de paix,” in JEUX DE MIRROIRS, 
Chaptre 1, 27–42. 
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my own interaction with Irigwe, along with other anecdotal material, to help convey some of 
the texture and quality of interpersonal ties, and the rhythm and flavor of their household and 
community life.  
 
Introduction 
This paper has three major sections. Section I presents a brief review of the basic attributes of 
Irigwe social organization. It then outlines the major characteristics of the traditional Irigwe 
marriage system, and highlights the affiliative dilemmas and stresses that it imposes on 
women.  
Section II, which is the ethnographic heart of the paper, outlines a type of demon (or 
spirit) possession prevalent among Irigwe women, and describes in detail two levels of 
treatment, namely “Demon Placating [Sá Rîjé]” and “Demon Taming [Nyí Rîjé].”3  
Section III reviews briefly the successive stages and the socially integrative aspects of 
Irigwe demon possession treatment, and points out how the treatment procedures strengthen 
the kinds of kinship and neighborhood ties that women’s multiple marriages render difficult 
for them to achieve and maintain. It also notes that the treatment procedures afford some 
women the opportunity to achieve recognition and wide acclaim as “demon possession 
healers [nevo rîjé].”  
I. The Irigwe and Their Marriage System 
Irigwe in Space and Time  
The Irigwe homeland, situated on the western edge of the Jos Plateau, is a territorial region of 
about 100 square miles and is located ten to twenty miles west of the towns of Jos and 
Bukuru, in Benue State, Nigeria. Numbering around 18,000 (in the early 1960s), they are the 
third largest of several dozen ethnic or “tribal” groups on the Plateau, each with its distinctive 
social traditions and language.  
Irigwe is divided into twenty-five agnatic descent groups or “sections [kla]” as they 
call them, each with its own shrine center, and its own particular set of ritual responsibilities 
in the society-wide annual farming and hunting subsistence cycle,4 and section-specific 
celebratory rituals, involving dancing, singing and feasting, punctuate each successive step in 
this cycle. Hunting and the preservation of the skulls of certain categories of game (and 
formerly human enemies) remain passionately pursued dry season activities of great social 
and religious significance. Successful hunters are honored as “heroes [shüá]” in multi-section 
ceremonials held at the end of the dry season. Two great, pan-society festivals—one opening 
the farming season, the other the hunting season—are celebrated collectively by all twenty-
five sections.  
                                                
3 I choose to translate [rîjé] into English as “demon,” because it is just one of several varieties of spirits 
the Irigwe identify, and in contrast to some of the others, it is viewed as being both intrinsically “not good [bi 
lina bae]” and “difficult [byürae].” 
4 See Appendix I: “Irigwe Section Diagram.” 
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The vast majority of Irigwe live in the more than 500 euphorbia-hedged multifamily 
compounds [brari] that are clustered into two densely populated “town [atsi nwie]” areas. 
Most of these compounds are subdivided into several extended family “households [reari].”5 
The male heads [baeri] of these households are agnatically related, and the seniormost head 
serves as the “Ritual Chief [Baeri Brari]” of the whole compound.  
Subsistence is gained primarily from a traditional system of hoe agriculture, and 
much of the planting and harvesting is carried out cooperatively by extended family groups. 
Seedling beds and vegetable gardens are planted immediately adjacent to each compound, 
but grain staples are grown principally in scattered outlying fields ranging as much as six or 
seven miles away. 
Traditional Irigwe Marriage: Some Details 
Irigwe parents are obliged to arrange a first or “primary marriage” for each of their 
prepubescent children. Then sons and daughters, while still adolescents, are encouraged to 
contract additional “secondary marriages,” always with the approval of the girl’s father who 
must make sure they are not incestuous or otherwise unlawful.6  
Basic Marriage Rules 
Irigwe marriages are compound [brari] and patrilineage [énûcíe] exogamous, and section 
“brothers” must never marry each other’s spouses. Also, a woman can only reside with one 
of her husbands at a time, and always at his home. Marriages are lifelong contracts, divorce 
and annulment being alien and unacceptable to the Irigwe.  
Co-husbands are never close neighbors. Indeed co-husbands believe that an injury to 
either in the other’s presence, puts them both in mortal danger from mystical forces! Thus, 
although co-husbands compete for the presence of the wives they share, they usually avoid 
each other, and know never to fight when they do meet. It is noteworthy, given co-husbands’ 
avoidance of each other, that the Irigwe have no kin term for “co-husband.” 
A father is pleased when each of his daughters, after consummating her primary 
marriage, which is arranged for her by her parents, quickly plunges into a series of secondary 
marriages for which she usually takes the initiative. In addition to the husbands she favors, 
her father expects each daughter to marry at least two secondary husbands whom he favors. 
Thus a girl entering womanhood soon finds herself with a large web of lifelong affinal 
alliances, and residential choices. Typically for a year or more, indeed often for several years, 
until she delivers her first child, she moves from one new husband to another, residing only a 
few days with each.  
Marriage Consequences 
A man, in contrast to a woman, resides lifelong in or near his natal compound, where he is 
surrounded by his male elders and siblings, resident wives, and growing children. There, as 
                                                
5 See Appendix II: “Typical Multiple Household Compound [Brari].” 
6 See Appendix III: “Girl Going to Another Husband.” 
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need arises, he builds a new hut and granary for each of his resident wives and her young 
children.7 
Each woman a man marries brings him her sexual, domestic, and farming services, 
and also the opportunity for fatherhood, providing he can induce her to stay with him until 
she gives birth. He and his compound siblings celebrate each new wife’s first arrival with an 
evening of beer drinking, his relatives praising him as a “hero of the vagina [shüá shüáâ],” 
etc., and singing to their health and happiness. Both women and men soon acquire several 
spouses, but, unlike men, women never have permanent homes of their own. Men stay put as 
their wives come and go, whereas women are always on the lookout for a better domestic 
deal with one or another of their husbands. 
A wife may well move on to another husband after a few days or weeks, or she may 
decide to stay put for several seasons. But when she first finds she is pregnant she either 
settles in where she is, or quickly moves to another husband, her choice being largely 
dictated by her concerns about her own and her infant’s health and well being. The husband 
she chooses for her confinement thereby usually gains paternity rights over the infant she 
bears. I was told that a husband earns paternity rights through the support he provides the 
mother and infant.  
After a successful delivery, a young mother usually remains with that husband, 
providing she is finding her resident co-wives congenial everyday working partners, and 
providing their baby survives and stays fairly healthy. But with an infant and early child 
mortality rate near 50 percent, the latter is frequently not the case, and often a mother feels 
she must seek a healthier environment for her young children, and perhaps also herself, by 
moving to another husband.  
Such a move is normally stressful both for the mother and the left husband, 
particularly if they have surviving young children. Nevertheless, separating spouses typically 
remain controlled, somber, and stoic when expressing their own feelings, and usually they 
are very busy dealing with the truculent and regressive behavior of their weaned children 
who are normally obliged to stay with their father.  
A man soon learns that slighting or neglecting a resident wife speeds her on her way 
to another husband. If, however, he can provide a generally supportive and congenial living 
environment for her and her children, she may well choose to stay with him, or return after a 
short sojourn with another husband. This brings me to the major focus of this paper, namely, 
women’s demon possession cult activities and their connection to the transient nature of 
women’s marital home life.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
7 See, Appendix IV: “Elder with Five Resident Wives.” 
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II. “Demon [Rîjé]” Possession 
From my earliest weeks in Irigwe, I repeatedly stumbled upon women’s “demon possession 
dances [sho rotsu rîjé]” where I witnessed participants crying, “speaking in tongues [cúhû],” 
and flailing about, usually after special drumming, chanting, and dancing with rattling leg 
irons had induced dissociated states in them.8 In the census data I gathered about midway 
through my research, roughly 90 percent of the women past their middle twenties reported 
being troubled by “demons seizures [cirima rîjé]” from time to time, whereas less than two 
percent of the men reported ever being so troubled. Shortly thereafter I began to perceive a 
possible connection between such demon seizures and the rest of Irigwe life.  
By then I was living in a hut near the main entranceway to Brari Tahu, whose 
members had come to regard me as their “European [Nsara],” to be bragged about 
sometimes, educated when possible, and otherwise tolerated. They surmised that I might be 
the reincarnation of an Irigwe forebear who had finally returned to live with them after an 
absence of many generations. People living in a large neighboring Tahu Section compound, 
called Brari Anyi,9 had come to regard me as their European mascot, and also made me feel 
welcome at their social and ritual activities. There I witnessed a demon seizure [cirima rîjé] 
incident of a woman I had gotten to know quite well. It appeared to have been triggered by a 
major personal loss she had recently experienced, namely the death of her infant. Thus I 
came to wonder whether women’s demon seizures served as a psychological mechanism for 
coping with the affiliative stresses and uncertainties that the nature of their domestic 
arrangements made almost routine for them.  
“Demon Seizure [Cirima Rîjé]”: The Case of Zimbe w/o Daeli, Brari Anyi 
One afternoon, early in the dry season, I heard an unusual commotion in Brari Anyi 
Compound, and went over to see what was happening. I was greeted by a male friend who 
told me that one of their wives was having a “demon seizure [cirima rîjé].” I followed him to 
the residential cluster of a man named Daeli, and found the noise was coming from the hut of 
his brother’s junior resident wife, named Zimbe.  
I peered through the doorway into the hut’s inner darkness, and several seconds 
passed before I could make out that Zimbe was sitting straight legged on the floor, with 
perhaps twenty other women crowding around her shouting words of sympathy and 
encouragement to her, and also talking excitedly with each other. I recognized several of 
Zime’s resident co-wives but most of the women were strangers to me. My friend, who had 
led me into the crowded hut, nodded slightly toward an elderly woman wearing a white 
embroidered body cloth, and whispered in my ear, 
 “She is Libi daughter of Tâegbáe, Chief of Women [Ali Libi kowe Tâegbáe, Ngwe 
Mbru].”  
Then I noticed a middle-aged man in the crowd, named Dembi, who was famous in 
Irigwe for his skill at playing the Fulani type variable pitch drum [kôlóngú]. He too was 
                                                
8 See Appendix V: “Sá Rîjé.” 
9 The name “Brari Anyi,” those of its members, and others involved, are all pseudonyms. 
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shouting words of consolation and sympathy to Zimbe. Later two of Zimbe’s co-wives 
explained that they had called in both the “Chief of Women” and Dembi to help her.  
Zimbe, staring straight ahead, was babbling incoherently, whimpered, trembled, and 
every few seconds, convulsively flailing her arms and rocking her torso from side to side. 
After watching for several moments, I asked Dembi whether he was going to play the 
[kôlóngú], and he replied, with a shrug of uncertainty, 
“Not now, because the demons have made Zimbe deaf, and she wouldn’t be able to 
hear the drumming!”  
To be sure, Zimbe wasn’t responding to any of the onlookers’ questions and suggestions.  
One of the women sat down right behind Zimbe with her legs straddling Zimbe’s hips 
and legs. Pulling gently on Zimbe’s upper arms and shoulders, she encouraged her to lean 
back against her bosom, but when Zimbe didn’t respond to this, the woman eased back away 
from her. Then, prompted by someone’s whispering that “the demon wants red beer,” she 
reached into the back room for a calabash that was partially filled with this special brew. She 
and another woman held it up to Zimbe’s lips, who made no effort to hold the calabash 
herself as she gulped down its contents. They repeated the process with a second calabash, 
while onlookers exclaimed at how thirsty the demon was. Handing the empty calabashes to 
my friend, the two women complained that there was no red beer left, and asked him to go 
fetch a calabash full of ordinary white beer. He returned after a minute or two with a calabash 
of white beer, which they held to Zimbe’s lips while she swallowed that too without a pause. 
Thus I watched her consume nearly three pints of beer within perhaps five minutes.  
I was quite troubled by what I was witnessing, not knowing what to make of Zimbe’s 
condition, and I felt I should be doing something to help her. Here was this normally very 
competent, cheerful, outgoing woman sitting on the floor, rocking from side to side, and 
wailing incoherently—except when slurping beer! Slowly Zimbe grew more in contact with 
her surroundings. Perhaps the beer, which I knew to be nourishing and quite low in alcohol 
content, was a factor. Occasionally she stopped her muffled whimpering to answer a gentle 
“[aa]” of assent, or “[awo]” of dissent, to the questions or admonitions addressed to her by 
women in the room.  
Infantile Grief Behavior 
Watching Zimbe I began to experience a growing sense of deja vu, and found myself 
recalling several prior occasions in Irigwe when I had witnessed similar displays of 
disconsolate whimpering and limpness, rocking, and flailing, which had occurred when a two 
or three year old’s mother was departing for another husband. The Irigwe call such small 
children’s bereavement behavior “spoiled stomach [owie’dzio],” and they take it very 
seriously, knowing it may bring on a protracted loss of appetite, abdominal pains, diarrhea, 
and even fever. When these symptoms get severe and persist in a young child, Irigwe believe 
that the caretaker/parent-at-hand must either quickly take the ailing child to the departed 
parent, or get the departed parent to return to the child, lest it die! (Sangree 1969:1055). 
Returning to Zimbe, I began to feel, as I watched and listened to those around Zimbe, that 
they were treating her like a small child with “spoiled stomach”—pouring beer into her (in 
the case of a young child it would be water or gruel), clucking, muttering words of 
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consolation, touching and stroking her shoulders, arms and belly, and making partial attempts 
to snuggle her.  
Quite suddenly Zimbe started scooting on her bare buttocks towards the doorway of 
the hut by quickly drawing her knees up several inches, extending her legs more slowly 
straight again, and then repeating the process over and over. Then she went backwards the 
same way. She repeated this routine several times, resting a minute or two between each 
sortie back and forth, and people watching her commented that, “she’s feeling a bit better 
now.” Indeed, she seemed less withdrawn and more responsive to those around her.  
Soon someone held out a kola nut to Zimbe. She lifted her hand and accepted it, 
whereas earlier she had barely shaken her head in refusal, or had remained passive when 
people had offered her anything. Zimbe slowly broke the kola nut into several pieces, 
munched on one piece, and offered the others to Libe (who people were addressing as “Chief 
of Women [Ngwe Mbru],” to several other women, and to me. Next, Zimbe started flailing 
around, rocking from side to side and throwing her arms around. Then, by turns, she sat 
quietly and stared, mumbled incoherently, humped along the floor a bit, was quiet and still, 
then wailed forlornly, then flailed around, and so on. The women surrounding Zimbe intently 
followed her every move. They shouted comments about what they thought she was trying to 
say, and also yelled encouragement and support, proclaiming for example, “Things will be all 
right; we’re here; we’re your relatives and neighbors; we’re here with you!”  
Usually several women were shouting at the same time, and I found it very difficult to 
make out who was saying what. The surrounding women whooped, giggled and laughed at 
Zimbe’s antics, but not spitefully. They seemed sympathetic, a bit embarrassed by her 
regressive behavior, and very eager to respond to her whims. For example, when at one point 
Zimbe whimpered that she was hungry for a particular leafy vine (which I failed to identify 
botanically), one of them stepped out and promptly returned with a bunch and handed it to 
her. Zimbe tore the leaves from the stems with her teeth, and stuffing them in her mouth she 
swallowed them as quickly as she could. Onlookers gave cries of consternation, and 
commented how bitter they were, but no one made any active effort to dissuade her. This was 
typical of the tolerant support given Zimbe that afternoon—the only partial exception being 
Libi, the elderly “Chief of Women,” who while supporting and sympathetic, also chided 
Zimbe from time to time as one might a small child.  
Zimbe’s Recovery  
Gradually Zimbe grew calmer and more responsive to the remarks and questions of people 
around her, while still restricting her verbal responses to an occasional quiet “yes” or “no.” 
Then quite suddenly Daeli, Zimbe’s husband, emerged from the hut’s dark rear storage area, 
carrying Buku, their two year-old boy, in his arms. Gently he placed Buku on Zimbe’s lap, 
and she responded by gently folding her arms around him. I voiced my surprise at their 
appearance, saying I hadn’t even realized that they had been there. Zimbe’s attending co-
wives then recounted that little Buku’s cries and futile attempts to arouse his mother had first 
made them aware of Zimbe’s condition, and had brought them running to discover that 
Zimbe had suddenly fallen into a stupor while doing her midday household chores. They told 
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me that they had immediately called for Daeli, who then had taken Buku into the back 
storage room to comfort him, while they tended to Zimbe. 10 
Now Zimbe looked tired, as she quietly gazed down at Buku sitting quietly on her 
lap. Several women departed at this point, and those remaining commented in soothing tones 
that Zimbe was all right again and should be left alone to rest. The rest of us then started 
filing out of the hut, and Daeli followed, leading Buku by the hand. As I headed for my hut I 
noticed that the elderly “Chief of Women,” and Dembi the renowned drummer, were 
earnestly conversing together in stage whispers with two of Zimbe’s co-wives, just outside of 
Zimbe’s hut. They seemed oblivious to my passing nearby, and finding myself very tired, I 
didn’t attempt to join them. 
The next morning, I wandered over to Brari Anyi, and found Zimbe up and about, 
diligently pursuing her usual domestic chores. As we exchanged the usual Irigwe morning 
greetings (“Did you sleep [Nwaè cüé]?” “Yes, I slept [Aé, njè cüê]”), I could see she was not 
her usual cheerful self, and seemed in no mood to chat with me. Then, in another corner of 
the compound I spied the very two co-wives who had been conversing with the Chief of 
Women and Dembi outside of Zimbe’s hut the night before, and I was able to engage them in 
a conversation about the previous evening’s events.  
They recounted that as soon as they realized that Zimbe had been possessed, they had 
called for Libi, who, they explained, was known as “Chief of Women [Ngwe Mbru]” because 
of her widely respected skill as a possession doctor [nevo rîjé]. And they had also sent for 
Dembi, because, they said, Dembi “spoke a great many languages fluently …,” and “could 
interpret Zimbe’s … babblings” [cúkû], which (they assured me) was actually “the demon 
speaking [nka rîjé]!” Zimbe’s co-wives recounted that Libi and Dembi had asked them how 
Zimbe’s health had been previous to her being possessed, and when they learned that she had 
suffered a near term still birth several weeks before, Libi and Dembi immediately had 
declared that Zimbe’s demon had caused the miscarriage. Then later, upon seeing that Zimbe 
was clearly on the mend, they had cautioned that Zimbe’s demon would probably seriously 
trouble her soon again, even though she was feeling a bit better right then, and they urged 
them to hold a “demon placating [sá rîjé]” dance for Zimbe as soon as possible. Right then 
and there, the two co-wives recounted, Daeli (Zimbe’s husband) had agreed to hold the dance 
for her five nights hence, and Dembi had agreed to be the principal drummer.  
Stillbirths, Marital Shifts, and Separation Depression  
My subsequent inquiries about stillbirths revealed that Irigwe women typically treat their full 
term or near full term stillbirths with stoicism, and a minimum of publicly shared grieving 
ritual.11  
                                                
10 It surprised me to find that Daeli had been sitting in the rear section of his wife’s hut because I had 
learned that it was off limits to grown men during the rainy season when wives do their cooking there. But now, 
at least in these circumstances, he appeared to be under no such constraint, perhaps because the dry season had 
recently started. 
11 The mother herself simply wails loudly enough to rouse her husband and co-wives, who offer their 
immediate sympathy and support, but they leave it to her to bury the fetus or corpse next to the outside wall of 
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I never asked Zimbe whether she had treated her recent stillbirth in such a minimalist 
manner, because I had learned during my census inquires that women were very reluctant to 
talk about such things. This reluctance appeared to be reinforced by the generally accepted 
view that demons [rîjé] can cause miscarriages, and also that miscarriage sufferers should be 
very wary about voicing such suspicions, lest whatever demon was responsible be further 
provoked. 
A similar suppression of personal feelings characterizes Irigwe marital separations. 
Both a wife and her husband are strongly discouraged from expressing any disappointment, 
annoyance and anger that they may feel about separating. A husband is enjoined to leave the 
door open for his departing wife, and urge her to return as soon as possible. He is advised 
never to express anger about her moving to another husband, and to find solace simply 
through seeking another wife or wives.  
I found that recently married girls were uninterested or unwilling to talk to me about 
why they had moved on to another husband. Typically they deflected my inquiries by simply 
asserting, “just because I wanted to [á hâ njé cê],” whereas older women often told me that 
they were seeking better health for their young children or themselves, or that their father or 
marriage guardian had strongly advised the move. Women’s frequent residential moves 
clearly interrupted, and probably also greatly inhibited, their efforts to achieve deep and 
lasting primary ties. But, just as with miscarriages, I found that open expressions of grief or 
even annoyance arising from these moves were generally not condoned, certainly not 
encouraged. 
We have seen how Zimbe’s kinsmen and neighbors soothed and pampered her when 
she fell victim to a “demon seizure [cirima rîjé],” and called in experts who prescribed 
holding a demon placating “demon dance [sho rotsu rîjé]” for her. Indeed Zimbe’s behavior 
while possessed exhibited regressive separation depression elements very similar to Irigwe 
toddlers responding to the departure of their mother for another husband. Thus I found 
myself wondering whether Zimbe had treated her miscarriage a bit too stoically for her own 
psychic well being. Zimbe’s debilitating, depressive “demon possession [cirima rîjé]” 
episode, which clearly was condoned and not uncommon among Irigwe women, appeared to 
allow her to displace and express her repressed feelings of grief and loss indirectly, without 
censure, stigma, or immediate fear of further demonly vengeance.  
Marital shifts, and also miscarriages and infant mortality, impinge on women’s 
emotional lives much more heavily than men’s. This, together with the repressive cultural 
restraints that prohibit the expression of personal grief accompanying major affiliation loss, 
led me to surmise that demon possession afforded women an expressive outlet, indeed the 
only ready outlet I could discover, for such repressed feelings of grief. Men, however, 
probably have much less need for such an outlet, and indeed few of them experience demon 
attacks. 
                                                                                                                                                  
her hut nearest her cooking fire. Then it is solely up to the bereaved mother to keep the hearth fire burning 
without interruption for two weeks, to prevent its ghost from attacking her or her surviving children. After that 
she is encouraged to forget about the whole incident, and just get on with her life.  
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“Demon Placating [Sá Rîjé]”: Zimbe’s Possession Dance 
It was five nights later, when I was in my hut eating supper, that I heard the unmistakable 
quivering beat of the variable pitch drum coming from Brari Anyi, and thus I knew the 
“demon placating [sá rîjé]” ceremony for Zimbe was beginning. It proved to be a structured 
social occasion where many demon-possession prone people could participate and have their 
“demons called up [hüîré rîjé],” and then “placated [sá rîjé],” by skilled performers, who 
chanted as they played variable pitched drums [kôlóngú], and as everyone who wished also 
danced along.  
Following the sound to its source in Zimbe’s hut, I found Dembi and a younger man 
sitting on the left side of the small main room, beating out hypnotic staccato, multipitched 
rhythms on the [kôlóngú]. 12 
Zimbe was sitting in the middle of the floor, with her legs together stretched straight 
out before her, just as she had five days before. Her body cloth, instead of being wrapped in 
the usual manner just below the armpits, was draped over her head and thence down over her 
body. The drumming had just begun in earnest a minute or two before I arrived, and several 
older women were already in the hut watching, while people of all ages were gathering 
outside the doorway. The steady drumming produced an almost overwhelming din in the 
small room, but with no apparent affect on Zimbe until after perhaps five minutes when she 
began to twitch. One of the older women then commented that Zimbe was ready to dance as 
she pulled the body cloth down further over her face. Zimbe responded by standing up, 
pulling the body cloth off her head, and winding it tightly around her torso, tucking it in just 
below her armpits.  
Another older woman unwrapped some rusty things from a dirty cloth bundle. In the 
flickering light from the two kerosene storm lanterns, I thought they were old animal spring 
traps at first, but then I could see that they were iron leg bangles. Two of the women tied a 
pair of the bangles on Zimbe’s legs just above her knees, and fastened other pairs on their 
own legs. One of the women then started to dance, with a very energetic, piston-like 
stomping of the legs. With her body bent forward and relatively motionless from the waist 
up, with her arms dangling loosely, the noise she produced with her leg bangles sounded like 
a whole orchestra of metallic castanets. After a couple of minutes she stopped, out of breath, 
and didn’t dance any more that evening. Then Zimbe and the other woman with leg bangles 
began to dance, adding slower offbeat shoulder and arm shaking to their piston-like legwork. 
The din of the drums and bangles seemed to saturate the little room even before several more 
                                                
12 The [kôlóngú] is a little hourglass-shaped drum, which Irigwe told me was of Fulani origin. The 
drummer holds it suspended under his left arm by a strap running over his right shoulder. He strikes the center 
of the drum head with a curved stick held in the right hand, and also thrums near the edge of the head with the 
fingers of his left hand. He produces the changes in pitch by squeezing his left arm in against the lanyards that 
run from the head to the foot of the drum. This pulls in the lanyards at the relatively narrow, wasp-waisted 
portion of the drum midway between the drum’s head and foot, causing the tension on the skin stretched across 
the drum head to vary, according to how tightly they are squeezed. Thus are the rising and falling pitches 
created with each beat that give the rhythms produced a special mind-searing quality.  
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women got leg bangles and joined in. For the next thirty minutes or so, the dancing went on 
nonstop, except for one or another of the dancers stepping outside of the hut into the fresh air 
for several minutes to catch her breath, and also perhaps to find relief from the din! 
Finally, one of the older dancers stopped her dancing and began to shake convulsively 
and hiccough loudly, but after several minutes she recovered and resumed dancing. A minute 
or two later Zimbe started yelling and lurching about in a manner completely out of keeping 
with the other dancers, and suddenly she bolted out of the door into the darkness; the others 
just went on with their dancing, hardly seeming to notice. A couple of minutes later Zimbe 
returned with a handful of the same leafy creeper she had craved when stricken five days 
before, and again she began wolfing down the bitter leaves. She had left her body cloth 
outside somewhere, and seemed very distraught. The dancers, seeing Zimbe’s condition, 
crowded over to one side and made more room for her. Suddenly Zimbe dropped to the floor 
on her knees. Crouching way down and leaning forward on her forearms, she dragged her 
nude belly and breasts on the earth floor as she crawled forward and backward, occasionally 
lowering her head to nuzzle the floor with her mouth. People commented that she was “like a 
pig,” and that her demon was making her do that. After a few minutes, Zimbe got to her feet 
and resumed dancing like the others. She, and then also five or six other dancers, became 
agitated on several further occasions, whooping, flailing about, and speaking gibberish, 
usually for two or three minutes at a time, before returning to her normal dancing.  
The dancing and drumming went on for another 90 minutes or so, with occasional 
brief pauses while the drummers and spectators and some of the dancers refreshed 
themselves with beer. Finally the drummers stopped, declaring they were getting tired and 
needed to get home. The moon was nearly full that night, and both participants and onlookers 
had no problem seeing their way as they quietly retired to their own huts, while some who 
lived further afield found shelter for the night at Brari Anyi or nearby.  
I returned to Brari Anyi the next afternoon and chatted with Zimbe and several of her 
co-wives about her [sá rîjé] ceremony. They recounted that Dembi never demanded a set fee 
either for his drumming or for translating what the demons said, but that on this occasion he 
had been “dashed (tipped)” six or more shillings, and the other drummer around four 
shillings by various participants and observers. When I asked them what further they could 
do if Zimbe’s demons kept on bothering her, at first they simply assured me that she would 
probably not need further treatment provided she kept joining those dancing at other people’s 
[sá rîjé] ceremonies. Then one of them commented that some people found it necessary to 
seek out a further level of treatment, called “[nyí rîjé].” Knowing that “[nyí]” has several 
meanings in Nkarigwe, such as “do,” “make,” “prepare,” “cook,” and “tame,” depending on 
the context, I pressed them for further information about the treatment. They insisted they 
didn’t know about such things, and when I asked who did, they again declared not to know. 
They did promise, however, to tell me whenever they heard that a [nyí rîjé] ceremony was 
going to be held, so I could go and see and learn more about such things for myself.  
Although I attended several more [sá rîjé] ceremonies later that dry season, I never 
heard of any impending [nyí rîjé], and I had given up hope of ever learning about [nyí rîjé] 
when, on a Thursday, only nine days before my final departure date from Irigwe, a neighbor 
and good friend of mine named Tari, who lived at Brari Anyi, asked me whether I could take 
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him and his wife along on my next trip to Jos with my car. Such a request did not surprise me 
because I had already given him, and one or another of six resident wives, rides to the Jos 
Saturday market to shop for various commodities such as kerosene, charcoal, and cloth. But 
this time the reason he gave for wanting the ride took me completely by surprise. He 
explained that he was about to hold [nyí rîjé] for Rega, who was one of his resident wives 
(third in seniority), and that they needed to go to Jos to purchase the body cloths that both she 
and the presiding “Chief of Women [Ngwe Mbru]” would need for this. He then said that the 
household heads at Brari Anyi, and also at Brari Tahu, were making generous contributions 
to help with the expenses. Commenting with a smile that I too was living at Brari Tahu, he 
then asked me to contribute £2. Of course I immediately agreed to all his requests, and, after 
thanking me he invited me to attend the [nyí rîjé] ceremonial. Thrilled by the prospect of 
witnessing all this, I started pushing forward my departure preparations so that I would have 
time to attend, and also, hopefully, time for some follow through inquiries. 
Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé]: My Only Example of “Demon Taming” 
“Announcing the Demons [Tì Rîjé]”  
When we returned from our trip to the Jos Saturday Market to buy the necessary body cloths 
for Rega’s forthcoming [Nyí Rîjé], we found the women at Brari Anyi Compound already 
brewing beer. I noticed that Zimbe was particularly involved and diligent, I then recalled that 
Rega had been very supportive when Zimbe had been stricken by her [rîjé] several months 
before. I asked Zimbe about the beer preparations, and she said that Tari had supplied the 
grain, and that the beer stock they were making would be set aside to ferment in the back of 
their huts for two days. Then, she explained, it would be reheated and set aside again and 
allowed to cool and ferment for four days, after which it would be ready to drink. Thus I first 
realized that the ceremony could not be held until seven evenings later, when the beer would 
finally be ready, which was the very night before my final departure from Irigwe!  
Finding the prospect of no time for “follow through” inquiries very upsetting, I 
immediately started to ask everyone about [nyí rîjé], but with little success, most of my 
questions being deflected by suggestions that I wait and see for myself. I found no signs of 
further preparations until the next Tuesday and Wednesday, which Rega and Tari devoted to 
“Announcing the Demons [Tì Rîjé]” to all their relatives. This entailed their personally going 
to every compound belonging to Rega’s and Tari’s agnatic lineages, to their mothers’ 
lineages, and also to their mothers’ mothers’ compounds, and extending invitations to them 
all to attend and participate in Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé].  
On Tuesday Tari and Rega together sought out these relatives in Rigwe Division 
sections, who were relatively few in number, but furthest away, and on Wednesday they 
called on those living in Nyango Division, who were relatively close by.13 
Tari and Rega set out shortly after dawn on both days, not returning home until late in 
the afternoon. Everyone seeing the couple knew what they were was about because they were 
wearing their most resplendent gowns, and also because Rega walked about three or four 
                                                
13 See Appendices VI and VII: “Tì Rîjé.” 
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paces in front of Tari, carrying her new body cloths and a new shawl on her head, all neatly 
folded and piled on top of one other. Husbands and wives in Irigwe seldom walk around 
together, and whenever they do, the wife (or wives) normally follow(s) the husband, rather 
than leading the way as on this occasion. Thus everybody they called on immediately 
realized that they were being invited to join the [nyí rîjé] demon dancing and the feasting that 
Tari was sponsoring for Rega, and that they would be expected to help defray expenses by 
contributing three small bundles of millet ([aetsi rechinkye]), or 6 pence in coins (about 6 US 
cents).  
The [Nyí Rîjé] Ceremony Begins  
I tried to keep abreast of the subsequent [nyí rîjé] preparations, but the women of Brari Anyi 
carried them out so efficiently and quietly that I remained unaware of most of them until late 
the next Saturday afternoon, when someone who was passing my hut shouted that “the Chief 
of Women has arrived [Ngwe Mbru à bê háe]!” I immediately went to Rega’s hut, where I 
found an elderly woman who seemed to be very much in charge. She was checking out 
whether there was enough grain on hand to make the special ceremonial porridge, asking 
how many drummers were expected, whether enough beer had been brewed for the many 
expected participants and guests, etc., etc. Her professional managerial style seemed familiar, 
and at first I thought I recognized the same “Chief of Women” who had presided when 
Zimbe had been stricken six months earlier. However, after a closer look at her she seemed a 
bit younger than I remembered, and I was uncertain.  
I found Tari sitting in front of his little reception hut, which was located just behind 
Rega’s hut, and afforded him a good view the women’s activities, even as the rapidly 
lengthening afternoon shadows from another hut immediately to the west muted the impact 
of his watchful presence. He beckoned me over and seemed eager to chat with me, perhaps 
because this gave him an excuse for not bothering with these final preparations. Inclining his 
head towards the “Chief of Women,” he told me that her name was Libe d/o Tâegbáe, and 
that she lived with her husband at Brari Rabu in Nuhwie Section where, he noted in a 
whisper, “They own demons [à bì rîjé].” 
Tari then reminisced that Rega had first been seriously stricken by [rîjé] about a 
dozen years ago while living with another husband, who had then called in a diviner living at 
Brari Rabu in Nuhwie Section. The diviner had identified her [rîjé] as the type that several 
women living at Brari Rabu Nuhwie Section were able to control, so Rega had gone to Brari 
Rabu, and indeed she had found help there. Tari recounted that Rega had come to live with 
him soon thereafter, and that she had been seriously stricken by her demon several times 
since then. On each of these occasions he had arranged for a “Demon Chief [Ngwe Rîjé]” 
from Brari Rabu to come and hold [Sá Rîjé] for her, which had always helped her at the time.  
Tari said that several of the wives resident at Brari Rabu had learned to deal 
successfully with that variety of demon, and had become widely known as “Demon Chiefs 
[Ngwe Rîjé].” He said that Rega needed the best, so he had called in Libe for her, who was 
the most famous of them, and was now known as “Chief of Women [Ngwe Mbru].”  
While Tari was telling me all this I kept glancing towards the little clearing in front of 
Rega’s hut next door, where Libe, Rega and her co-wives, and several women guests who 
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had arrived early, were all chatting together as they intermittently stirred and added 
ingredients to a couple of large simmering pots of porridge fueled by dried cow dung. A 
middle aged woman, who appeared to be Libe’s assistant, was supervising the porridge 
preparation. Noticing my glances in their direction, Libe beckoned me over, introduced 
herself as “Chief of Demons [Ngwe Rîjé],” and then introduced me to Ndi, the other middle 
aged woman in charge, who she explained was her “assistant [né mvâ].”  
Libe explained that Ndi was preparing the special repast that would be served that 
evening to all guests who were troubled by demons. She recounted that the central dish, 
called “demon porridge [rutu rîjé],” was a thick mixture of several pounded and ground 
grains, served with a special sauce-soup poured over it. She then pointed out that the sauce 
[runu], with its liberal portions of meat and onions that had first been brazed in a special 
wide-mouthed pot, an its seasoning of special herbs and rock salt, made this demon porridge 
very special. Ndi frequently stirred the brew with a wooden spoon, intermittently adding 
pinches of one or another variety of seasoning after tasting a few drops of the brew with a 
spoon. I noticed that each arriving guest was adding a contribution of three little bundles 
[recinka] of bulrush millet to the growing pile next to the hut entranceway. These, Libe said, 
would help Tari defray the expenses of the ceremony. 
Soon it grew too dark for me to see much, so I left for my hut and supper. By then I 
had already seen a dozen or more women come, leave their [recinka] contributions, and 
disperse to chat with one or another of Tari’s wives, or with friends living nearby.  
Serving the Demon Porridge, and Doctored Beer: The First Step in “Evoking the 
Demons [Hüîré Rîjé]” 
Perhaps an hour later I returned to the little courtyard in front of Rega’s hut. I watched, by 
the outdoor cooking fire’s feeble light, as Ndi busily ladled up servings of the demon 
porridge for the attenders, taking care that each bowlful included bits of meat. It was a 
moonless night, very dark at the courtyard’s edges, and I could just barely make out that the 
women, once served, quickly dispersed to eat their ceremonial porridge together in small 
clusters around the edges of the compound. It looked as though several dozen people had 
gathered for the feast. Shortly after I returned, Tari appeared out of the darkness with a pot of 
beer. I followed him into Rega’s hut, where from the feeble light of a storm lantern outside 
the door I could make out Libe, Rega, and several other women in the far side of the hut 
eating their “demon porridge [rutu rîjé]” together. Libe thanked Tari as she took the pot, and 
immediately asked him for 7 shillings (about $US 1.40) and ten cowry shells (perhaps 1 U.S. 
dollar).  
Tari quickly scurried off to procure these, returning a couple of minutes later to pour 
a stream of low denomination coins (I don’t think they included any cowry shells) into Libe’s 
cupped hands, who then immediately stuffed them into a little bundle she had brought with 
her. Then she pulled out a small bottle from the same bundle, carefully removed its stopper, 
and poured its liquid contents into the beer Tari had bought in. Leaning towards me she 
whispered, “This is a special medicine prepared from the leaves of many trees.” But when I 
asked her which trees she didn’t reply, and later when I asked Tari about the medicine he said 
he had no idea what the concoction was made from.  
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Libe then took the doctored beer into the front room of Rega’s hut, followed by Rega 
and several other women who had just been eating their demon porridge in the rear 
“women’s area.” During the next several minutes other women who had been eating their 
portions of demon porridge outside, sauntered up and crowded into Rega’s hut, seating 
themselves several deep around the front room’s periphery. Libe then poured the doctored 
beer into several drinking calabashes, and as she distributed them among those seated there 
so that several people could conveniently share each calabash, someone whispered to me that 
everyone planning to participate in the demon dancing would now drink some of it.  
I noticed three men among those drinking. One was Rabo, the senior brother of Daeli, 
who I later learned was also possessed by the particular variety of demon about to be 
“tamed” for Rega. The second man was an elder from Rabu Compound, where Libe, the 
“Chief of Women” was residing. The third was a blind elder, named Ritwe, from Branyi 
Tâegbáe, where Ndi, Libe’s assistant, was currently living. Ritwe was probably Irigwe’s best 
known “grass harp [zâenzé]” player, and was also well known as a chanter/singer of 
traditional epic songs. On this occasion, however, he was neither playing or singing. One of 
the other attenders later told that these two elders, although they had never been possessed by 
demons themselves, “drank the doctored beer on behalf of the Chiefs of Women living in 
their “extended family compounds [brari],” namely Libe, the “Chief of Women,” who lived 
at Brari Rabu, and Ndi, her assistant who lived at Branyi Tâegbáe. 14 
As they were sitting together drinking the doctored beer, I overheard Rabo telling 
Rega that Biba should have been invited because it was he who had first helped her with her 
demon, and others then started expressing concern about his absence until Rega assured Rabo 
that indeed Biba had been invited by Tari. Suddenly another women asked where Dako was, 
and receiving no reply she darted out to Dako’s hut a few yards away, proclaiming that Dako 
was well known to be troubled by the kind of demon about to be tamed. She quickly came 
back with Dako, who looked only half awake as she gave everyone a preemptory greeting, 
took a drink of the doctored beer that was offered her, and then immediately returned to her 
hut. Later I inquired about why she hadn’t stayed or returned for the dancing, but received 
only the enigmatic “[ché njì hô] can/should we know?” for an answer.  
Further Preparation for “Demon Evocation [Hüîré Rîjé]”: Demon Dancing [So Rotzu 
Rîjé] throughout the Night  
Finally Libe, apparently satisfied that everyone was present who needed and wanted to be, 
announced that she was going to “evoke the demons [hüîré rîjé].” She began by draping one 
of the newly purchased body cloths over Rega’s head, and then another over her own. 
Almost immediately Libe started babbling [cúhû] incoherently. Someone near me whispered 
that Libe was speaking Fulfulde, but I had overheard Fulani speaking together many times 
and I am quite sure she was uttering nonsense syllables. Suddenly switching to the Hausa 
                                                
14 During the course of my fieldwork in Irigwe, it had become clear to me that public ceremonial 
events were typically ad hoc and provisional in their organization, except that great concern was 
always taken to extend invitations to the relatives, particularly the senior relatives of the person or 
people for whom the celebration was being held; and this ceremonial was proving to be no exception.  
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language, which, unlike Fulfulde, nearly everyone present understood, Libe announced that 
the demon [rîjé] had arrived, and had just greeted everyone in the room. Having said this, she 
lapsed back into the stream of “demon talk [cúhû rîjé]” nonsense syllables, with Rega joining 
in. After a few minutes Libe again switched to Hausa, greeted me and the Irigwe secondary 
school student who was serving as my clerk/assistant, and sternly told us to extinguish our 
flashlight (which we had turned on so we could see to write down notes), asserting that the 
[rîjé] didn’t like light (“[rîjé ra rô!]”). For the rest of the night, we had to rely on our 
memories and the few notes we could scribble blind, the flickering light from one storm 
lantern burning out in the courtyard being too feeble to help us.  
Rabo stepped outside to call in Biba who was waiting somewhere nearby. When he 
reappeared through the doorway, followed by Biba with his [kôlóngú] slung from his 
shoulder, one of the women whooped a greeting and exclaimed that the [rîjé] were going to 
carry “sickness [ruhu]” far away! Rabo suggested that they find a larger hut where everyone 
would have room to dance, and Libe at first assented without further comment. But then 
Rabo, switching to Nkarigwe, asked, “Where did they dance when they first put down the 
demons [sá rîjé] for Rega?” Rega replied that this had been done in Daemvwe’s hut (the hut 
of Tari’s senior wife).  And Libe quickly retorted, “Then that is the hut where the dance must 
start!” Rega objected, saying the hut was much too small, but Libe brushed her objections 
aside, and after admonishing everyone to remember that she (Libe) was “Chief of the 
Demons [Ngwe Rîjé],” she proclaimed, “Even if only one person could fit in Daemvwe’s 
hut, that is where the dancing must begin!” 
The entire crowd moved to Daemvwe’s hut. Biba had brought a second [kôlóngú] 
player with him, and the entire group, following the lead of these two men, funneled into the 
main room of the hut, which in fact was almost as large as Rega’s. They somehow managed 
to squeeze together around the outer walls and leave a circle clear, about 6 feet in diameter, 
in the center of the room. 
Libe directed Rega to sit on the floor on the far side of the open area facing the 
entranceway to the hut. She then quickly draped a large white cloth, with diamond shaped 
holes embroidered into it, over Rega’s head so that it completely covered her face and her 
torso. As if this were their signal, the [kôlóngú] drummers began their hypnotic beat. And 
Tari, who had been standing in the doorway, immediately reached over and handed Libe two 
shillings.  
Both the drummers began to chant as they drummed, and soon Libe, and then several 
of the other women present, stood up and started dancing. The dancers’ body stances, 
movements, and footwork seemed basically the same as those I had seen at [Sá Rîjé] dances, 
but no one was wearing the noisy iron leg rattles, so the chanting of the drummer-singers 
became a central element of the performances. 
Each chant had its special set of lyrics. People blurted out the chant’s name when it 
began, made sotto voce commentaries of pleasure and approval, and they loudly praised the 
singer-drummers during the brief pauses between songs. Typically the lyrics were very 
cryptic, and my efforts to understand and obtain explanations of their meanings met with 
little success. I never got a chance to ask the singers themselves about them, and when I 
questioned other attenders, they simply shrugged, or whispered that I might find some elder 
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who could tell me what they meant. Finally, towards the end of the fifth song, the crowd 
broke into a chorus of ululations, which seemed to bring the drumming and dancing to a halt. 
Libe pulled the shawl from Rega’s head and torso, untied the hair cloth and loosened her 
hair, and quickly the drummers started drumming and chanting another song. This time Rega 
joined Libe and the other woman dancing in the limited space, and after a few minutes two 
more women crowded in. One of these woman quickly dropped to her knees, bowed and 
shook her head and torso in the usual manner, but instead of standing up and stomping her 
feet, she then simply slid about a bit on her knees. This could hardly have been comfortable, 
even on the fairly soft dirt floor, but after a minute or two, the kneeling woman began to beat 
out an additional rhythm by drooping her head way forward and pounding her forehead on 
the floor! After several minutes of this, Libe, called for the drumming and dancing to stop 
and ordered everyone outside of Daemvwe’s hut into the adjoining courtyard, exclaiming 
that more people would have room to dance there. Thus, I thought to myself, was this woman 
spared a possible concussion! 
As we moved outside I could see by the light of a storm lantern in the courtyard that 
several more [kôlóngú] drummers had arrived and arranged themselves in a semicircle at the 
end of the courtyard nearest Daemvwe’s hut. Among them I recognized Seriki, who was 
perhaps the most famous [kôlóngú] drummer in Irigwe, Last to move outside were Bima, 
who until now had been the chief drummer, and his assistant, and as they emerged from the 
hut, Tari, who was still standing by the doorway, dashed them both several pennies. This 
seemed to reassure them that they should stay on, and they seated themselves towards the 
middle of the semicircle of waiting drummers that now included the famous Seriki.  
With more space now available, several older women readied themselves to dance by 
tying red sashes around their waists and white cloths around their heads. Libe, Chief of 
Demons, and her assistant, Ndi, were already thus adorned, but Rega wasn’t wearing one at 
this time. Perhaps they were worn only by women who had already had their demons 
“tamed” for them, but I failed to confirm this. 
As the attenders were regrouping in the courtyard and readying themselves for 
dancing, I saw one elderly woman walk over to Seriki, and as she was adjusting her sash I 
overheard her beg him to sing for her demon. Seriki replied that he hadn’t been invited to 
sing and that he was saving his voice until the following night because he had already agreed 
to play and sing then at another demon dance. Almost immediately, another old woman who 
had been listening, began to babble incoherently in “demon talk [cúhû rîjé],” and Seriki 
quickly responded by asking her what song she needed. She replied that her demon needed a 
song named “Zenzere.” Seriki immediately started to drum and chant “Zenzere,” and the old 
woman, dashing15 him a penny, started dancing to it. Seriki was performing solo, with all the 
other drummers simply sitting quietly listening to him, and watching the dancers. Everyone 
listened during the two or three minutes it took to complete the song, some with wrapped 
attention, others commenting in exited whispers about Seriki’s wonderful skill, but no one 
else joined in the dancing or drumming. As soon as it ended, however, another old woman 
began to babble demon talk [cúhû rîjé] and then, as she stretched herself out rigid on the 
                                                
15“Dash” is the West African English term for “tip.” 
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ground, she gasped that her demons needed the song called “Nsara Mbe.” Seriki started right 
in drumming and chanting, and four of the women present stretched out a large piece of cloth 
to form a canopy above the prostrate form of the rigid, twitching woman.  
The lyrics of this chant immediately caught my attention because the first word was 
“[nsara],” which means “white man/European” in Nkarigwe. As usual, they chanted the same 
lyrics several times, and about half way through the second rendering, the woman’s prone 
body visibly relaxed. Those holding the cloth stretched above the woman whipped it away, 
and she quickly stood up and began to dance. The third time through I began to catch some 
of the meaning of the lyrics and realized that they were performing a sort of charade. The 
lyrics’ repeated refrain was “[Nsara mbe nwie nzi a no ari ógbôgbo],” which means, “The 
white man came to our land and made a slipshod hut.”  
This was clearly an allusion to me and the tent I sometimes pitched when staying 
overnight in distant parts of Irigwe. Everyone watching was much amused not only by the 
fun the song poked at me, but also by the parody of my tent afforded by the four women 
holding the cloth over the prostrate form of the possessed woman. By the time I had figured 
all this out and started to laugh myself, other onlookers, one after another, were joining the 
now upright woman in dancing to Seriki’s music. Before the chant was over, another old 
woman fainted, and as she fell, she knocked over the storm lantern that had been placed near 
Seriki. During the minute or so it took to pick up the lamp and relight it, Serki’s music and 
the dancing continued without a break, and when the relit lamp enabled us to see again, the 
old woman who had fainted was back on her feet amongst the growing throng of dancers. 
When Seriki finally finished that chant and was resting a minute, two more of the 
women broke into “demon talk [cúhû rîjé],” and again Seriki found himself singing and 
drumming the chants their demons requested, while the crowd of participants danced with 
unabated fervor. After finishing another pair of chants, Seriki slumped forward with fatigue, 
and wiping his sweating brow with his sleeve, he exclaimed loudly, “[êbé kló] (the earth is 
unyielding!).” This was an idiomatic way of telling people that he wasn’t getting much out of 
all his efforts—thereby suggesting that they should be dashing him more generously. Several 
women quickly came up to him with pennies, and some of the older women also verbally 
thanked him and praised his skill. Both Seriki and the dancers seemed now quite ready for a 
longer respite, and they spent the next several minutes catching their breath and chatting, 
while the dancers also took a breather and adjusted their waist sashes and head scarves.  
After a few minutes, an elderly woman started to babble in “demon language [cúhû 
rîjé],” and then she shuffled up to Seriki and brought the rest pause to an end by announcing, 
loudly and clearly, the name of the song her demon wanted. Seriki rose to his knees and 
resumed his playing and chanting while all the other drummers remained listening and quiet. 
As the crowd began to dance again, he slowly shuffled towards the dancing woman whose 
demon had requested the song. When Seriki bought that chant to an end, the woman dashed 
him several coins, and almost immediately a different dancer requested another chant for her 
demons. He barely got started with this new request before the requester burst into tears. As 
if this were a signal, all the other drummers, who had simply been listening, took up the beat, 
and also chanted the song’s refrain. Soon one of these fresh drummers rose to his knees and 
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took over the lead position from Seriki, and when he reached the refrain, all the drummers 
rose to their knees as they performed.  
Everyone present, whether dancing or merely watching, seemed completely 
enthralled, indeed overwhelmed, by the pleasing richness and complexity of the sound 
produced by the dozen or so chanting drummers. The woman, whose sobbing had triggered 
this new escalation to a full orchestra of drummers and chanters, was soon joined by several 
other wailing women. Reacting as though she wouldn’t be outdone, she dropped to her knees 
and, still sobbing, began rhythmically to beat her forehead on the ground, much as I had seen 
another woman do earlier when they were dancing in the hut. Although this did not 
precipitate a rash of head beating, it did seem to intensify the emotional excitement in the 
crowd even further.  
Women who heretofore had just been feasting were joining the dancers, and late 
arrivers, wearing neither white head cloths nor red sashes, were further swelling the number 
of the dancers and onlookers. When it got so crowded in the little courtyard that it became 
difficult for anyone to dance, Biba reasserted his authority as Chief Drummer by asking for a 
brief rest break, and then led everyone over to the large open area in front of Anyi 
Compound’s shrine house. There the drumming, chanting, and dancing quickly 
recommenced, again under the de facto leadership of Seriki.  
Then, probably around midnight, Seriki’s drum head split in half. Quickly moving to 
a corner, taking the storm lantern with him so he could see what he was doing, Serki set 
about replacing the head of his [kôlóngú] on the spot. Biba and other drummers immediately 
took over, each drummer singing his own particular chant. An onlooker standing by me 
whispered in my ear that when a drummer is as popular as Seriki, other drummers use 
“medicine [rikye]” to make his drum break so that they can get a chance to lead the 
drumming and chanting. Perhaps Seriki was the victim of such medicine, but it seemed likely 
to me that the strength and rapidity of his drumming was more than any drumhead membrane 
could survive for long. The other drummers completed several songs before Seriki 
successfully replaced his drumhead and resumed his musical leadership.  
Soon thereafter I retreated to my hut, where the drumming and chanting still reached 
me loud and clear. Suddenly feeling utterly exhausted, I lay down on my cot, and quickly fell 
sound asleep. When I awoke it was still pitch dark, and the throbbing of the [kôlóngú] was 
assailing my ears, unabated. Finding it was already 5:00 a.m., I roused my clerk who was 
sleeping in my cooking hut. With light from my small flashlight, we hastened back to the 
courtyard in front of the Brari Anyi shrine house where we found the dancers and drummers 
still at it. Soon they paused for a rest, and much to my surprise, an elder named Ratu stepped 
up to the flickering storm lantern and gave a pep talk to the assembled multitude.  
Ratu, the middle aged head of another Brari Anyi family cluster, and a bit of 
curmudgeon, was then living as a “bachelor [kpanto]” with his two resident teen aged sons, 
because their mothers (who were both [rîjé] sufferers) were currently living with other 
husbands. He had spent the previous evening and most of the night sequestered in his hut 
(“sleeping” he later told me), and now here he was urging the women of Brari Anyi to dance 
hard to drive away sickness, so that they (i.e., the women of Brari Anyi), he said, would all 
have the strength to go to the “outlying bush [á yî],” and work hard at “transplanting bulrush 
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millet sprouts [sha rasha].” This approaching seasonal task was done exclusively by the 
women. In the very feeble predawn light, the dancers and drummers looked weary and ready 
to go home, but Ratu’s exhortations seemed to fire them up a bit. As soon as he had finished 
his admonishments, one old woman declared that her [rîjé] needed a particular chant that she 
then named (I missed its name). Ratu, apparently feeling his words were being well received, 
dashed (with pennies) all the drummers, and also dashed all the women who had just been 
dancing, before stepping back into the crowd of onlookers. Tari, who had been standing on 
the sidelines watching, then followed his senior lineage brother’s example and dashed the 
resting drummers and dancers, while an elderly woman followed close behind him, dusting 
off the dancers’ robes with an animal tail fly whisk (the sort of whisk that Irigwe elders 
characteristically carry and flourish when they want to silence the crowd and be heard at 
important meetings).  
As the drumming and dancing began again I saw the flamboyantly attired figure of 
Jiri Ravi emerge from the crowd of spectators and join the dancers. Jiri, from Cinkye Rigwe, 
was a “curer and diviner [nevo]” of tribe-wide renown. His sedate dance style presented an 
interesting contrast to the more abrupt movements of the women dancers, and a man standing 
near me whispered that Jiri himself was possessed by the type of demon that they were about 
to “tame [nyí].” As the dawns early light broke in the eastern sky, they played and danced 
two more songs, the final one in response to an outbreak of demon talk by Jiri, which, just 
like his dancing, was relatively sedate and calm. When they finally finished, Tari again gave 
penny dashes to each drummer, and then also to dancers within his easy reach. 
The Climax of the “[Nyí Rîjé] Demon Taming” Ceremonial: Attended by Selected 
Elders in the Privacy of Rega’s Hut 
While Tari was dispensing this final round of tips, I saw Rega quietly slip away from the 
courtyard and head towards her hut located on the other side of the Brari Anyi compound. 
My clerk also noticed her departure, followed her, and returning after a minute or two he 
whispered in my ear that I should follow him to Rega’s hut to witness an important “ritual 
[tede].” Peering into the hut from the doorway, we could barely make out the figure of Ritwe, 
the blind elderly bard from Taiga Section, sitting on a stool strumming his “grass harp 
[zâenzé].” Ritwe, who lived only a few minutes stroll away, was reputedly one of the most 
powerful “augurers/curers [nevo]” in all Irigwe. Then we saw that two other men were also 
present, namely Gwi who was an elder from Rabu Compound where Libe (Chief of 
Women/Chief of Demons) lived, and Rabo who was the senior brother of Daeli, and the only 
man living in Anyi Compound who was possessed by demons. The two presiding women 
specialists, namely Libe, and her assistant Ndi, had also joined Rega in her hut, having just 
forsaken their diligent supervision of the serving of gruel and beer to the numerous invitees 
to the ceremony. Rega, noticing us standing outside the threshold, waved us in. The dawn’s 
first rays were just beginning to filter through the doorway, and we could see the three 
women beginning to dance to the doleful, hypnotic sounding epic song that Ritwe was 
chanting and strumming on his grass harp. Then Libe, pausing briefly, asked Rabo to call in 
Rega’s elderly father, named Dokwa, who was standing in the crowd still surrounding the 
dancers and drummers in the courtyard, and when he returned with Dokwa they both began 
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to chant and then sedately dance to Ritwe’s music. Soon Rega stepped aside briefly to serve 
her father some beer and a piece of meat, which he consumed with apparent pleasure.  
When Ritwe’s long drawn-out epic song-dance finally ended, Libe asked Rabo to go 
and tell Tari to find a shilling to reward them all for their performance. A minute or two later 
Rabo returned with Tari, who looked harassed, and in a weary tone declared, “This demon 
business is really an expensive! Please remember I already gave you 7/- during the night, in 
addition to the 2/- I had given you early on. And now my money is all gone!” 
Ritwe voiced his sympathy and agreement, pointing out that Tari had purchased the 
beer for the Knighthood Ceremonial [Hüi Rihüi]16 at Branyi Tahu several weeks earlier, and 
then for the great Dodo dance (Sangree 1974a), and now he was having to deal with all these 
expenses! Ritwe asserted,”After all these expenses, how could Tari still have any money left? 
He should pay no more!” and Libe nodded her assent.  
At that point Ndu, who was Tari’s father, shuffled to the doorway of the hut, carefully 
feeling his way along with his walking staff. Ndu, the oldest man in Anyi Compound, 
although blind and stooped with age, was still sharp-eared and quick-witted. He croaked, 
“Morning greetings everyone [Nyí cüê],” and everyone responded with “Morning greetings 
to thee [Nwé cüê].”  
Then he turned, and while groping his way to the door he was almost knocked down 
accidentally by Jiri Ravi, the Cinkye “doctor [nevo],” who just happened to be entering the 
hut that very moment. At first I didn’t recognize Jiri because he was now dressed in a rather 
nondescript manner, having stashed somewhere the brilliantly colored robes and sashes he 
had been wearing a few minutes earlier when dancing with the others out in the courtyard. 
Jiri sat down next to Dokwa (Rega’s father), who offered him some of the beer Rega had just 
given him. 
Ritwe then commanded Tari to get him a steel hoe blade [ìfüràe] and a calabash full 
of “hungry rice [cüé],” reprimanded him for not having had these things ready for him before 
he had begun to play his grass harp, and then told him to send the bulrush millet 
contributions to Rabu Compound where Libe was living. Then he added in gentle tones that 
Rega should keep for herself the share that had been brought by her own relatives. Everyone 
(but me) knew that Ritwe was referring to the great pile of bulrush millet ears that had 
accumulated outside the doorway. Tari quickly produced several coins and paid them to 
Ritwe in lieu of giving him the hoe blade, and then he fetched Ritwe the calabash of hungry 
rice he had requested.  
The fact that Tari produced more money so soon after having declared he had no 
more, produced no comment from anyone. But shortly afterwards, when Libe asked him for a 
shilling for the song she had just sung, Ritwe intervened, protesting that Tari had already 
been very generous, and should not be further bothered for money. He then proclaimed he 
didn’t want any money for his part in the ceremonial, that all he wanted was for everyone to 
                                                
16 [Hüi Rihüi] is a ceremonial that is held by each Irigwe section towards the onset of the rains to honor 
its successful hunters of the previous season. See Walter Sangree, “Irigwe Shrine Houses (Rebranyi), and 
Irigwe Concepts of the Sacred (Tede),” Savanna 6, 2 (1977), 105–117. 
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be healthy and content! As people nodded their approval of Ritwe’s magnanimous words, 
Ndi put a calabash holding generous chunks of cooked beef in front of the five elderly men 
now gathered in her hut, namely: Ritwe, Gwi, Rabo, Dokwa, and Jiri. As they were chewing 
away on the meat with obvious pleasure, the women chatted together in low tones, and no 
one seemed to take any notice of my clerk or me.  
Among the five male elders present, only Ritwe, the blind Tâegbáe Section elder, was 
exerting any leadership initiative. Indeed the mantle of leadership seemed to have passed 
from Libe and her assistant to him. The others simply enjoyed the food and drink they 
received. Meat was usually confined to special occasions, and thus was always especially 
appreciated. 
Gwi, the elder from Rabu Compound where Libe (Chief of Women) was living with 
her husband, ate the meat he was offered, with no comment. 
 Rabo, the only demon-possessed male at Brari Anyi, had joined in the dancing, and 
had been running errands whenever asked to. Now he too was quietly enjoying the food he 
was being served. Slightly retarded, Rabo lived as a bachelor [kpanto] in a nearby hut, under 
the de facto care of his younger brother.  
Dokwa, who was Rega’s father, simply sat and smiled when not drinking and eating. 
He came from a distant Rigwe Division Section, and appeared to know no one.  
Jiri Rivi, the renowned diviner/healer [nevo], drank the beer and ate the meat that was 
offered him, but on this occasion he took no active role in what was going on. As I noted 
earlier, Jiri was one of the few Irigwe males possessed by demons. I never learned whether 
he attributed some of his success as a “doctor [nevo]” to his demons, or exclusively to other 
causes.  
After a few minutes Ritwe announced that it was time to give Rega her “medicine 
[ríkyê],” and asked Tari for an egg. Tari, looking dismayed, replied, “Where am I going to 
find an egg?,” and turning towards several pre-adolescents loitering outside the doorway, he 
gave them some terse commands. They scurried off, and several minutes later returned with 
an egg and handed it to Ritwe. Later, Rega’s co-wives told me that the egg had just been laid 
by a hen that Tari had left in the care of another Ari Compound household. 
It was common practice for household heads thus to sequester their hens and other 
livestock. This enabled them to tell would-be borrowers, and greedy lineage elders, that 
everything to be seen in their compound actually was not theirs to give!  
As soon as Ritwe announced that the egg had been brought, Libe told Rega to cover 
her head with her shawl (it was the same shawl she had used for that purpose the previous 
evening). Then Ritwe arose and started muttering some nonsense syllables to “evoke the 
demons [hüîré rîjé].” Although his muttterings sounded the same, to my ear, as the “demon 
talk [cúhû rîjé]” babbling of possessed people, Tari later assured me that this was different, 
and that Ritwe had simply been “calling out/praying to the demons [kú rîjé],” but not 
interpreting or speaking to them in their language.  
After Ritwe had repeated this evocative process several times, Jiri stood up next to 
him and declared that the demons weren’t coming, and that something must have occurred to 
annoy them! 
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“How could this be?... (Jiri asked rhetorically)…after so much has already been done 
for them!”  
Next Libe, who was sitting on floor near Rega, began to utter nonsense syllables to 
evoke the demons, but after a minute or two, she also stopped, and proclaimed that Rega’s 
Demon refused to accept the egg they had offered it.  
            “The problem is that Tari was unwilling to pay the shilling the demon requested!,” 
Rega asserted. Jiri agreed, declaring that demons will tolerate no argument, and never come 
when they are displeased!  
Tari then stepped over to Libe, and without comment gave her the shilling. As she 
tucked the coin in her sash, Libe proclaimed that the demon also wanted some cowries. Tari 
was prepared for this request and immediately took several of the little shells from his pocket 
and handed them to Libe. She again lapsed into a string of nonsense syllables, and about a 
minute later, Jiri, who was watching Rega’s shawl draped figure intently, announced that 
Rega’s demon had arrived!  
Libe slowly rose to her feet, draped her shawl over her own head, and sat down 
directly in front of Rega who remained shawl-draped and motionless. They were thus staring 
directly at each others faces, their features screened by their shawls from others in the room. 
In a low monotone Libe announced that Ritwe should take the egg and break it for Rega to 
drink. Ritwe cracked the egg, handed it to Libe, who in turn handed it to Rega. Rega, 
however, mumbled that her demon wanted the egg kept near the fire, and she handed the 
cracked, slightly oozing egg back to Ndi, who placed it near the hearth. 
“Ask Rega what her demon’s name is,” Ritwe urged. Libe and Rega, still sitting 
shawl-draped and facing each other, remained silent for a minute. Finally, in a barely audible 
monotone, Libe said, “Rega’s demon’s father’s name is Seriki Iko” (which means “Chief of 
Lagos”). The demon’s mother’s name is Kake, and her own name is “Laemi” (both are 
Irigwe names used for females). 
Everyone in the hut sat in silence for several minutes, and then Ritwe said, “Chief of 
Demons, ask Laemi what she wants; and tell Laemi that she should take all sickness away!” 
Again everyone in the hut was silent until finally Rega mumbled, “Laemi wants 
Yoruba body cloths, but my husband ([Tari]) refuses to buy them for her. In fact, when he 
saw sickness coming (to me), he brought me only one cloth, and one pot of beer!” 
Silence followed, which was finally broken by Libe and then Rega pulling the shawls 
from their heads. Ritwe, hearing them stirring, announced loudly “It’s finished!” and 
everybody started chatting amicably in the hut, and repeating the name “Laemi” in low tones.      
While all this was going on inside Rega’s hut, the drumming and chanting had 
continued unabated out in the courtyard, but now it stopped, and the erstwhile dancers and 
onlookers crowded around the hut entranceway trying to peer inside, hoping to learn the 
name of Rega’s personal demon. Someone outside, overhearing somebody inside mention 
“Laemi,” quietly repeated “Laemi” in a stage whisper, and immediately everybody outside 
started whispering “Laemi,” “Laemi,” “Laemi!” People’s mood, both inside and outside of 
the hut, changed dramatically after the announcement of the demon’s name, the erstwhile 
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anxious murmurs of concern and uncertainty being displaced by tension-relieving laughter 
and chatter.  
Clearly I had just witnessed the ceremony’s climax. Most of the crowd then quickly 
dispersed, but several older women who had been dancing all night (I believe they were 
among the invited relatives of Tari and Rega) sat down in the courtyard outside of Rega’s 
hut, and were served the last of the beer. Rega herself stayed in the hut, and I watched as she 
took several sips of liquid from a small calabash that Libe, “Chief of Demons,” handed her. 
Libe then passed the calabash, to Gwi who also took several sips before handing it to Ritwe, 
who drank the remaining drops.  
At that point my clerk leaned towards me and whispered in my ear, “Rikye 
[medicine]!” But before I could ask him “medicine for what?” I saw Ritwe stand up, steady 
himself with his walking stick, and grope his way towards the door of the hut, as several 
neighbors’ arms reached out to assist him.  
Tallying the Bulrush Millet Contributions: Payback Time for the Major [Nyí Rîjé] 
Supporters 
I followed Ritwe outside, where the dawn’s sudden brightness revealed several dozen people 
standing or sitting in small clusters, amiably chatting and drinking beer. A few yards away I 
noticed for the first time the great heap of bulrush millet bundles [ricinka] that had accrued 
during the night from attenders’ contributions. An elder waved his arm towards it and 
declared that the bundles needed to be counted and stacked into piles of “a dozen bundles 
[shüanka]” each. This triggered a heated verbal exchange between Tari and Libe about 
whether those piles of bundles should then be clustered into rows of “twelve dozen bundles 
[nüanka]” each. Not until Ritwe had successfully defused this clash of wills, by noting that 
the latter procedure would be helpful but not necessary, did people get on with the stacking, 
which the full morning light made an easy task, and took only a few minutes. Then it was 
easy for all to reckon, from the systematic arrangement of bundles and piles, that a total of 
“39 dozen bundles” (468 bundles) of bulrush millet had been contributed. Someone 
whispered this total tally to blind Ritwe who then loudly announced it for all to hear.  
If each invited guest who came actually brought the three bundles they were asked to 
bring, this would come to a total of 156 guests.17 Judging from what I could see of the crowd 
that evening and night, probably that many people attended, or more, but by no means all of 
them joined in the dancing, or partook of the ceremonial feasting. Probably some of the 
contributions were from invited well wishing friends and relatives who were not themselves 
troubled by demons. 
I sensed a stirring in the crowd, and seeing that people were beginning to disburse, I 
started back towards my hut with breakfast in mind. Thus I was almost beyond earshot when 
I overheard Ritwe call for Tari, Gwi (the elderly Ritual Chief [Baeri] of Rabu Compound), 
                                                
17 Irigwe count duodecimally, and they tally bulrush millet in dozens of bundles. Each bundle of bulrush 
millet [ricinka] consists of three handfulls of millet still on the cob bound together by their stems. Such a three-
handfull bundle supplies roughly enough grain for one evening meal for two adults and two children.  
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and another person whose name I didn’t catch, to come forward to receive their shares of 
bulrush millet [zu]. When I asked those standing near me the name of the third person they 
shrugged at first, but then when they saw a large woman pushing her way forward with great 
difficulty because of her great girth, they giggled and I heard someone comment sotto voce,  
“Fat Daughter, Fat Daughter. Oh that’s the fat daughter of Rabu Compound! You 
know, she and Baeri Gwi are both from Rabu Compound!”  
After the three of them had successfully pushed to the front of the crowd, Ritwe 
announced that some bundles were to be reserved for Tari because he had spent so much for 
food and drink, and had also given out so many generous “dashes” (i.e., tips to the leaders, 
drummers and dancers). Then he proclaimed that eight and a half dozen bundles were going 
to Baeri Gwi (the Ritual Chief of Rabu Compound). People around me nodded approvingly 
and commented in whispers that Gwi was “the “Ritual Chief [Baeri]” of Rabu Compound 
where Libe (the Chief of Demons) was living with her husband.  
Next Ritwe announced, 
“Libe says that six and a half dozen bundles are to go to the daughter of Rabu 
Compound” (i.e., the Fat Lady). 
The crowd murmured their approval and I listened in vane for any revealing 
comments from those around me, and I presumed that Libe would be keeping the remaining 
two dozen bundles for herself. Unfortunately I couldn’t see whom Ritwe was consulting with 
or speaking for, other than possibly Libe, who was standing near him. So I found myself 
wondering whether or not the “fat lady” was the senior-most “Chief” of the demon type that 
had been identified, and perhaps Libe’s ritual mentor. I hoped to clarify all this with Ritwe, 
or with Libe herself, later in the day, but I never found the opportunity. 
The crowd began to disperse immediately after this last announcement from Ritwe. I 
was able to push forward, overhear Tari thank each of the departing drummers, and express 
his regrets to Libe and Ndi for not being able to be more generous with them. Tari ended his 
thanks by reminding them that all his wives were troubled by demons, so he probably would 
be needing to call them back before long. This last remark left me curious about whether 
some or all of Tari’s other wives were possessed by the same type of demon as Rega, and 
whether Libe would be able to control that type without Ritwe’s help in the future. Also, I 
wondered whether Rega was now ready to learn how to control her demon for her own 
benefit, and also to help others.  
As the crowd was thinning out, several women came forward with their head load 
carrying boards [îidzíe], and placed them on the ground near the arranged bundles. They 
carefully stacked them up with a large portion of the bundles, and with assistance from some 
onlookers, lifted the loaded carrying boards onto their heads and marched away with them. I 
asked other onlookers what was going on, and was simply told that women from Brari Rabu 
were carrying away their allotment. Thus I concluded that the “Fat Lady” was, for whatever 
reason, serving as Brari Rabu’s official emissary, and that she had not been given the 
allotment of six and a half dozen bundles just for her personal benefit. At that point, feeling 
the need for my breakfast coffee, I departed for my hut.  
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I returned to Brari Anyi perhaps an hour later, and saw that all of the bulrush millet 
bundles were gone. Several people standing and chatting together reported to me that as soon 
as the women from Brari Rabu had finished carrying off the portion assigned to the “Fat 
Lady,” Tari’s wives had stepped up and carried off 21 dozen bundles “on his behalf,” and 
then Libe’s co-wives had carried away the remaining three dozen for her. I asked why Rabu 
Compound had been given millet bundle allotments, and was told, without any further 
explanation, that it was because “the people of Rabu Compound knew/owned/understood [ne 
Rabu à hû] …” the demon that Libe had evoked and identified for Rega. Thus it appeared 
that Rabu Compound had some sort of proprietary rights to, or special control over, that 
demon.  
Ritwe’s Assumption of Administrative Leadership at the End of Rega’s Ceremony: An 
Example of Irigwe Androcentrism? 
Lineage and family leadership is always the responsibility of elderly men in Irigwe, but in the 
medical and health care domain, female experts, often of tribal renown, greatly outnumber 
the male experts. For example, the treatment of maladies such as persistent coughs, diarrhea, 
and sudden spikes of fever (often caused by malaria) was almost always in the hands of 
women “doctors [nevo].” To be sure, such maladies afflict children more often than adults, 
but I repeatedly observed women doctors treating adult patients of both sexes.  
Demon [rîjé] possession is usually a persistent recurring condition that afflicts many 
more females than males. I never observed a male victim of demon possession receiving 
treatment, but people assured me that healing experts of either sex treat patients of both 
sexes.  
Women attending Rega’s ceremony greatly outnumbered the men, so it seemed very 
natural to me to find that two women experts, namely Libe (who people were calling Libe 
“Chief of Women [Ngwe Mbru]”), and Ndi (Libe’s assistant [né mvâ]) were its principal 
organizers. Thus I was a bit surprised to find Ritwe assuming de facto ceremonial leadership 
at the ceremony’s ritual climax when Rega’s demon’s name was being ascertained. When I 
saw that Ritwe’s leadership was still being accepted with equanimity at the bulrush millet 
distribution, I turned to an elder standing next to me and asked him why was Ritwe taking 
charge. In reply, the elder simply whispered,  
“Because his demon wants him to.”  
I was puzzled by this sphinx-like answer, but I never got a chance to ask him to 
explain. I was left feeling, however, that Ritwe’s de facto leadership at the end of Rega’s 
ceremony had brought the proceedings a special mantle of legitimacy. 
The Co-Wife [Uri] Bond  
Having just witnessed the great involvement of Rega’s co-wives in the preparations for her 
Nyí Rîjé ceremony, I found it surprising that none of them were present in her hut when her 
demon was identified and its name announced, and also that none of them received any 
bulrush millet when it was distributed following the ceremony. Thus I was reminded how 
limited my interaction with the opposite sex was in Irigwe, and how elusive the nature of co-
wife social ties remained for me.  
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I had long since come to accept that Irigwe men and women worked and played 
mostly with members of their own sex, and that adult social interaction between the sexes, 
even at family ceremonials and community festivals, was largely limited to friendly 
greetings, health inquiries, and occasional bantering comments and exchanges of local gossip 
between resident relatives and nearby neighbors. The main exceptions were frequent casual 
public encounters of young children of both sexes, with their elder siblings, parents and 
grandparents. I found that post-adolescent public physical contact between the sexes seldom 
occurred, and that married couples and suitors were very circumspect about displaying 
physical intimacy in public. But casual touching, hand slapping and arm grasping, were 
pervasive between adult kinspeople and friends of the same sex.  
Irigwe co-wife interaction is strikingly different from behavior between co-husbands, 
indeed they form polar opposites along a sociability continuum. Co-wives, when living 
together in the same compound, are typically intimate and friendly, whereas co-husbands 
(who can never live in the same compound) totally eschew casual or informal contact with 
each other. As I noted earlier in this paper, co-husbands (i.e., men married to the same 
women) believe that great mystical danger, which can sicken and kill them both, is 
engendered by their physical proximity to each other. Thus they limit their occasional 
ceremonial exchanges, and also accidental public interaction, to polite greetings, and avoid 
giving explicit indications to others that they share wives. There is no special or specific 
Irigwe term of address or reference for “co-husband.” Irigwe co-wives, in contrast to co-
husbands, pose no innate mystical threat to each other, and they frequently perform 
household tasks and farm work cooperatively.  
I often happened upon women who were co-wives, and also those from neighboring 
compound clusters, absorbed in conversation together. Characteristically when they saw me 
coming within earshot they lowered their voices, and then greeted me quietly as they would a 
male kinsperson or familiar neighbor. Or if they recognized me but did not know me well, 
they often started bantering with me in loud tones, as they were wont to do with unrelated 
men who they could marry. One day, after I had been living at Brari Tahu for several months, 
I overheard two women living nearby, who I knew were married to the same man, address 
each other as “friend [uri].” I was perplexed because heretofore I would frequently hear a 
man use the word “[uri]” to address and refer to trusted male friends; that is, male friends he 
was confident would not attempt to marry his wives, and thus could be trusted to serve as go-
betweens when making new marriage arrangements for himself. I had never heard women 
use the term before, so I asked the two women if they were calling each other “friends [uri]” 
because they helped each other get new husbands. They laughingly replied,  
“No, but our husbands are afraid that we might!” 
Then when they saw my puzzled look they explained that women use the term “[uri]” to 
address or refer to their co-wives, and use a different word, “[la],” to address and refer to 
female friends who they can count on to help them with their marriages. Later my men 
“friends [uri]” affirmed all this, and they also pointed out that a man had to be careful to treat 
all his wives both firmly and fairly if he ever wanted to have more than one wife resident at a 
time. They explained that co-wives could make life very difficult for any husband they are 
currently sharing, and asserted that a man should always avoid marrying anyone already the 
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co-wife of any of his wives, because those co-wives would certainly conspire together to get 
special favors from him. 
Both Irigwe men and women assert that a man’s “first wife [mbru caecung]” (or more 
accurately “the woman for whose father he did farm work [mbru kye bae]”), is entitled to a 
special “senior wife [daebranyi]” status whenever she is residing with him. But I never saw 
any evidence of this special status in everyday husband-wife, or co-resident co-wives’ 
relationships nor did it seem to impinge upon friendship formation and cooperation between 
co-resident wives.  
For example, Tari’s first wife [daebranyi] was resident with him, attended and was 
among the dancers at Rega’s Demon Taming ceremonial. She was one of his several resident 
wives with a long history of demon possession, but her status, both on that occasion, and in 
everyday affairs, seemed not to differ from his other resident wives. Indeed, any small 
special deference I saw his first wife occasionally receive from him, her co-wives, and from 
other residents of Brari Anyi, appeared to accrue from her being the mother of their senior 
son who also lived at Brari Anyi with his wife, and their baby boy who was Tari’s only 
grandchild. 
Tari’s Supportive Role 
We have seen the crucial support that Tari supplied for Rega’s Demon Taming [Nyí Rîjé] 
ceremonial. But at its climax when her demon’s name was identified [hüîré rîjé], what role 
did he play?  
At the time he was literally standing at the edge of things, half way in and half way 
out of Rega’s hut, leaning against the sill of the entrance doorway, except when running the 
brief errands requested by those who were presiding. Indeed Tari quietly and dutifully 
fulfilled the role of facilitator throughout the entire [Nyí Rîjé] ceremonial sequence. I 
remember him raising his voice in protest just once, namely when one of the dancing 
participants, probably mistaking him in the darkness for one of the onlookers, asked him for 
a dash/tip. Although this request needn’t have merited his notice, let alone his protest, I 
sympathized with him because during the previous 10 days I had seen him do little else but 
arrange and pay for the multifarious ceremonial preparations without complaint. And during 
the final 18 hours he had been serving, almost nonstop, as a “step and fetch it” for the ritual 
experts and scores of guests at Rega’s ceremonial. 
This was not a deliberate dramatic case of role reversal, but it was a far cry from 
Tari’s everyday social behavior, which was to organize and give orders to his juniors, 
including his wives, and to enjoy their favors – which, to be sure, he typically received with a 
charming insouciance. And it was in stark contrast to normal Irigwe husband-wife daytime 
interaction, with spouses dining, drinking, and usually working separately, indeed leading 
largely separate lives. Thus I concluded Tari had been enduring a sort of temporary role and 
status reversal, which may have helped him keep a wife, who he especially valued for 
whatever reasons, resident with him at least most of the time.  
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My Concluding Fieldwork And Efforts to Understand What I Had Just Seen 
It was clear that people believed Rega had gained a modicum of control over her “demon 
[Rîjé]” by learning its name, which left me wondering just how and whether she might 
further develop that control, and for what purpose or purposes she might then use it.18 
Needless to say, it was extremely frustrating to have my fieldwork terminate on the very day 
that the whole domain of Irigwe demon control and treatment had finally begun to open up 
for me! I would have no chance to assess the typicality of Rega’s Demon Taming Ceremony, 
nor to learn about her subsequent efforts to control and master her demon for her own 
betterment, and probably also for the betterment of her co-wives and others afflicted by 
demons. What could I do except make the best of my last few hours in Irigwe? So I hurriedly 
completed emptying my hut and packing my car, leaving the details to my very competent 
clerk.  
With only a couple of hours left until my departure at noon, I returned to Brari Anyi 
hoping to seek out and talk with Ritwe, Rega, Libe, and others involved in her [Nyí Rîjé]. I 
found no one in evidence there, until I spied Tari napping on a canvas deck chair just inside 
the doorway of his reception hut. I called out to him, and he roused himself long enough to 
answer several questions I asked about who had been present around daybreak during [Hüîré 
Rîjé] when Rega’s demon’s name was finally identified. Then he settled back down in his 
comfortable chair, mumbling that he had a headache, and that he would come over to my hut 
at midday to wish me farewell. So I left him to doze off again.  
Conversation with Rega’s Co-wives 
As I turned to go I noticed several women chatting together near the Brari Anyi grinding hut. 
They beckoned me over, and I found that all five of them were Rega’s “co-wives [uri],” but 
that she wasn’t among them. Two were other resident wives of Tari, and the other three, 
including Zimbe, were resident wives of other Brari Anyi men. Knowing that I was about to 
leave for home, they began chatting with me about my pending reunion with my wife and 
children. One declared that I would find my children pining for me, indeed probably ill, and 
another asserted, more optimistically, that they would soon recover after I returned to them. 
A third said that I would very likely find my wife living with another man, and she counseled 
me to be good humored and patient about this, as others nodded in agreement. Someone 
added that if I avoided making a big fuss, my wife would surely prefer to return to me, since 
we had been raising our children together for so many years.  
After receiving these words of caution and wisdom with the pleasantest smile I could 
contrive, I managed to steer the conversation to the previous night’s ceremonial activities, 
and asked them what they had found special about it. They asserted that Rega’s ceremony 
had been very similar to other [Nyí Rîjé] they had attended, and that they hoped Rega, now 
                                                
18 Irigwe believe that malevolent forces may have beneficial aspects and applications. See Walter 
Sangree, “Tribal Ritual, Leadership, and the Mortality Rate in Irigwe, Northern Nigeria,” Southwestern Journal 
of Anthropology 26, 1 (1970), 32–39, and Sangree, “La Gemellite et le Principe d’Ambiguite,” L’Homme, Vol. 
11, Cahier 3 (1971), 64–70. 
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that she knew her demon’s name, would be able to “call it up/evoke it [hüîré]” herself 
whenever she wished.  
I spent about an hour chatting with these Brari Anyi co-wives. They reported that 
demon attacks had been getting more frequent in recent months, noted that Rega’s attacks 
had been particularly severe, and praised Tari for holding [Nyí Rîjé] for her. One co-wife 
commented that she had begged her husband to help Tari with the expenses of Rega’s [Nyí 
Rîjé], and noting that this aroused my interest, she explained that Rega might be able to help 
other women of the neighborhood with their demons now that she was gaining control of her 
own. This triggered a flow of speculative comments, including the hope that Rega would 
soon apprentice herself to Libe or some other Chief of Demons, learn to use her demon’s 
power for the benefit of everyone, and eventually become known as “Anyi Compound’s 
Chief of Demons [Brari Anyi Ngwe Rîjé].” 
I found myself again wondering why Ritwe had stepped in and taken charge at the 
end of Rega’s ceremony, so I asked them about this. In reply they simply pointed out that 
Brari Rabu of Nuhwie Section and Brari Tâegbáe both “owned/possessed [bì]” the demons 
troubling Ndi and Rega. One of them then recounted that a few years previously Ritwe had 
successfully treated Ndi for the demon that had been troubling her, and she noted that Ndi 
was already living with her current husband at Branyi Tâegbáe by then. Another pointed out 
that Ritwe was one of the senior elders at Branyi Tâegbáe, and that he knew how to deal with 
the demon possessing Rega, even though he himself had never been possessed by it or other 
demons. 
Rega’s co-wives said nothing specific to me about Libe’s leadership at Rega’s 
ceremony, nor did they say that Libe’s acceptance as a demon doctor was bolstered by her 
residing with her husband at Brari Rabu. Their remarks, however, about Ritwe being a 
Tâegbáe elder, and about Brari Tâegbáe’s “ownership/possession” of the demon, led me to 
conclude that they felt Libe’s leadership had been affirmed, rather than diminished, by 
Ritwe’s presiding at its crucial climax. In any case Ritwe’s involvement appeared to validate 
Libe’s choice of Ndi, who was his mystical protégée (so to speak), as her assistant.  
Next I asked Rega’s co-wives why the delegates from Rabu Compound had received 
so many shares of grain brought by the invitees for her [Hüîré Rîjé]. To my surprise, they 
responded by admonishing me for not having listened to them earlier when they told me that 
the “people of Rabu Compound knew/owned/understood [ne Rabu à hû] Rega’s demon”! 
When I looked puzzled at all this, they pointed out that Libe’s husband and others living at 
Rabu Compound had sponsored the [Hüîré Rîjé] that had given Libe control of her demon, 
and that they had continued to support her while she was training and developing her skills as 
a demon doctor. That is “how and why [áhâ],” they asserted, Brari Rabu now 
“knows/owns/understands [hû]” the demon that Libe identified for Rega. And that is why, 
they added, Brari Anyi is now having to “acquire rights to [sae]” Rega’s demon from Rabu 
Compound.  
Still feeling very uncertain about the nature of demon ownership and use rights, I then 
asked whether the people of Brari Anyi would thenceforth have to “pay [tra]” Rabu 
Compound whenever Rega “called up/used [nyi]” her demon. Looking dismayed, they 
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quickly replied, “Not at all [Awo]!,” and assured me that one could not “pay money [tra 
ncè],” as one does for meat or grain at the market, to “buy/acquire a demon [sae rîjé]”! 
This was as far as I got in my efforts to learn about demon “ownership/rights,” and 
the residual or lasting indebtedness it incurs between patient/practitioner, apprentice/teacher, 
and their respective sponsoring groups. I was left, however, with the sense (but not the 
certainty) that the “giving/conveyance [nâ]” of a substantial share of bulrush millet to the Ari 
Rabu elders had opened the way for Rega’s future acceptance as a possession cult novitiate 
under Libe’s direction at Rabu Compound.  
 I devoured Rega’s co-wives’ remarks like a starving person grabbing at crumbs, 
especially the tidbits about how useful Rega’s demon might become to her and her future 
clients. But when I asked them where I could find Rega so I could also speak with her, they 
simply shrugged and commented that she might be asleep in her hut, or perhaps had gone out 
somewhere. It was clear that they wanted to protect her sleep, and I well knew that prevailing 
politeness and privacy standards precluded my knocking at her hut’s door, or yelling for her. 
She never appeared, and I never got to ask Rega how she hoped to use and further develop 
her newly acquired ability to “call up” her demon.  
Tari’s Reflections About Rega’s [Hüîré Rîjé]  
As I was leaving Rega’s co-wives to return to my hut, Tari awoke from his slumbers. 
Announcing that his headache was gone, he waved me over to his hut and told me he would 
be bringing everyone over to my car at midday to say goodbye. I thanked him and sensing he 
was now in an ebullient mood, I steered the conversation to my current obsession—namely 
Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé], particularly its climax, her [Hüîré Rîjé].  
Tari proclaimed that everyone at Brari Anyi would profit from Rega’s [Hüîré Rîjé] 
because, he explained, wives are attracted to husbands with a co-wife [uri] in residence who 
can help them with their demon problems. He asserted that Rega would surely choose to 
remain with him, accepting his material support and the endorsement of the Brari Anyi 
elders, while she developed her new connection with her demon. He predicted that ultimately 
she would develop a great reputation as a “healer/augurer/ [nevo],” and that this would bring 
credit to everyone at Brari Anyi.  
Tari’s declarative style of presentation discouraged me from voicing any skepticism, 
so I shifted to another line of inquiry, and asked him which Demon Chief had presided at 
Zimbe’s [Sá Rîjé] several months earlier, noting that I was uncertain because “Libe” and 
“Libi” sounded like the same name to me. He noted that Libe and Libi were indeed different 
people, and that Zimbe had been treated by Demon Chief Libi who lived in Chinkye Section 
at a compound known to “own/possess [bì]” the particular variety of demon that troubled 
Zimbe. He said that Rega, who was troubled by another variety of demon, was being treated 
by Demon Chief Libe who resided at a different compound, also in Chinkye Section, that 
“owned” Rega’s demon type. These assertions left me with little doubt about the separate 
identities of Libe and Libi and of the demons possessing Rega and Zimbe. However, I was 
more uncertain than ever about the nature of demon “ownership/possession,” and about what 
differentiated one type of demon from another. 
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I returned to my hut musing how consonant Tari’s eager ambitions for Rega’s newly 
acquired powers were with those of Rega’s co-wives. They had also told me that everyone at 
Brari Anyi could profit from Rega’s [Hüîré Rîjé] if she now became a healer, because she 
then could help them with their demons.  
I cannot say whether or to what degree Rega was more troubled by her demon than 
her co-wives were by theirs. It appeared to me, and also to my clerk, that Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] 
had the active backing and support of her resident co-wives, including Zimbe, but our 
knowledge of how and why she obtained their support is sparse. We do know that Rega 
suffered repeatedly from troublesome seizures, in spite of a [Sá Rîjé] ceremonial that had 
been held for her years before while she was resident with another husband, and in spite of 
her subsequent frequent participation in others’ demon dances, such as Zimbe’s. And finally, 
after remaining resident with Tari for nearly a decade, and successfully bearing and raising 
three young sons with him, Rega persuaded him to sponsor the [Nyí Rîjé] ceremonial for her 
that my clerk and I witnessed the night before I left Irigwe.  
I found myself wondering why not a single shadow or dissonant note of envy or 
jealously had flicked across the universal enthusiasm about the career Rega’s co-wives were 
predicting for her. I then remembered having learned again and again in other contexts that 
Irigwe believe mystical forces may backfire, so to speak, and injure their manipulators. So I 
presumed that they were quite content to let Rega achieve the mystical power that would be 
useful to all of them without themselves having to deal with the mystical risks.19  
My Irigwe Clerk’s Input 
My clerk and I left Irigwe that final afternoon amidst a chorus of farewells from my Brari 
Tahu and Anyi neighbors. We drove to Jos and went directly to the room I had been renting 
there since my wife and two small children had returned to America six months previously. 
For the rest of my final afternoon and evening in Jos and Nigeria, we reviewed and discussed 
the events of the previous twenty-four hours and assiduously wrote up our memories, taking 
short breaks to eat supper snacks, drink beer and then coffee, and finally a catnap or two.  
One of the questions that my clerk and I discussed was whether the “giving/ 
conveyance [nâ]”of a substantial share of bulrush millet to the Ari Rabu elders at the end of 
Rega’s ceremony had in effect paved the way for her future acceptance as a possession cult 
novitiate at Rabu Compound under Libe’s direction. My clerk believed it had, and he 
asserted that if indeed Rega did became Libe’s apprentice, her husband and others at Brari 
Anyi would then feel obliged to send further prestations to the Ari Rabu elders. He pointed 
out that social and spiritual obligations in Irigwe persist for a very long time, and commented 
that Rega’s future clients and apprentices might also feel constrained to “make prestations 
[sae]” of grain shares to Brari Anyi to assure Rega’s continuing effective aid and good will 
towards them. And, he added, elders at Brari Anyi might then feel obliged to make additional 
prestations to the Ari Rabu elders on Rega’s behalf, to help assure or reinforce her continuing 
effectiveness as demon doctor.  
                                                
19 See Sangree, “Tribal Ritual,…” (1970). 
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My clerk’s remarks reminded me of other situations I had observed and heard about 
in Irigwe involving mystical power, where I had found the recipients and their families had 
been obliged to make successive prestations to individuals and their families that had started 
as long as three generations back, because they believed that otherwise the powers and 
benefits they were still receiving might lose their effectiveness.20  
Shortly after the break of dawn the man who was buying my car came by, and as had 
been prearranged, he drove me to the Jos Airport. My clerk also came along to see me off, 
and right until boarding time we continued to discuss the events of the previous day, thus 
deflecting a bit the pain of our final goodbyes. Thence I flew to Kano, and then directly to 
New York.  
I am very indebted to my clerk for having recognized and remembered so many of the 
details I have been able to present here about spirit possession. His careful recording of 
participants’ names at Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] permitted us to unravel the social interconnections 
their presence fostered for Rega and others at Brari Anyi. Also, his insightful remarks 
fostered many of the tentative generalizations and conclusions I have been able draw in this 
paper about Irigwe spirit possession. 21 
                                                
20 For example, Irigwe consider their mother’s lineage members to be their spiritual guardians, and by 
extension so are their mother’s mother’s people. The prescribed prestation to one’s “mother’s mother’s people 
[ne tekwe ahwie]” following the burial of one’s mother’s mother’s father is one such example of mystical 
indebtedness persisting over three generations. 
21 I withhold my clerk’s name because I have not succeeded in reaching him about this publication. To 
him must go much of the credit, but none of the blame for what I have written. My clerk, who was in his early 
twenties, was one of the very few Irigwe in the middle 1960s who received a secondary school education. He 
had first sought me out when he was waiting to see if he had been accepted into a secondary boarding school 
located in a neighboring district about a half-a-day’s bus ride from Irigwe.  
At that time Irigwe had only one secondary school, which drew their students from all over the Plateau 
State, and they appeared to favor sons of good Christian families, which he was not—his mother being the lone 
convert in his family. They refused him admission there, telling him his English was too weak. To be sure, his 
fluency was not impressive and lagged far behind his comprehension. So he had applied to this other more 
distant school in the neighboring district, and had not yet heard from them when he had first come to work for 
me. He offered to work for me as an assistant clerk, noting he hoped I could pay him at the normal local 
governmental junior clerk rate. When I said I could not pay him that much as a starting wage, he said it didn’t 
really matter whether I paid him or not so long as I paid his daily expenses, because mainly he wanted to 
improve his English.  
This had occurred after I had been in Irigwe for about six months, and I was beginning to feel swamped by 
the exponential buildup of ethnographic information I was experiencing. Thus I was delighted to find an 
assistant fully literate in both English and Nkarigwe who could help me. He was soon evincing real delight in 
learning and writing about traditional Irigwe life. He also proved to be very good at correcting and amplifying 
my Nkarigwe. Soon his main complaint became that his work for me wasn’t giving him enough practice in 
English.  
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When I became focused on Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé], my clerk warned me that he knew 
almost nothing about demon possession. He explained that his mother had converted to 
Christianity when he was still a baby, and had always declined to talk about demons, 
declaring that Christians should just leave such things behind. He assured me, however, that 
this hadn’t taken away his curiosity about demon possession, especially after his mother had 
mentioned one day that she had suffered from demon [rîjé] attacks prior to becoming a 
Christian.  
Our last evening together, when we were discussing what we had seen early that 
morning at Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé], my clerk recalled having overheard his traditionalist 
grandparents discussing years ago how demon sufferers could learn to “call up/evoke their 
demons [hüîré rîjé]” and use demon strength [gbe rîjé] for themselves and others in “good [bi 
linae]” ways. He surmised that to be exactly what Libe had been doing when she announced 
she was going to “evoke the demons [hüîré rîjé].”  
Tari’s Support/Sponsorship of Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] 
Tari had five resident wives when I was resident at Brari Tahu, which was over twice the 
median for Irigwe household heads, and by this measure alone he was the most successfully 
married man of the Tahu/Anyi neighborhood. A real “hero of the vagina [shûa shûúa],” as 
Irigwe jokingly commented, Tari clearly enjoyed the prestige his marital successes bought 
him locally, particularly in Brari Anyi, where in spite of his junior lineage status and relative 
youth, he was admired and regarded as a man of substance and sound judgment.  
Why did Tari accept the burden of sponsoring Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] rather than using 
those resources for another wife, or for other purposes? Third in order of seniority of Tari’s 
resident wives, Rega, was only one of several who successfully bore and nurtured children 
for him, and three of his other wives also suffered occasionally from demon attacks. Rega 
appeared to get along very well both with Tari and his other wives (i.e., her co-wives [uri]) at 
Brari Anyi, and to find life there supportive of her maternal and domestic needs. One of the 
questions women were asked in the census I took a year earlier was whether they were 
troubled by demons. No one mentioned any recent upswing in demon attacks, so it likely 
started thereafter, with Zimbe an early victim of the upsurge. Rega, one of those hardest hit 
later on in a climate of increasing concern, was then able to obtain Tari’s sponsorship for her 
[Nyí Rîjé]. My clerk and I guessed Tari had simply calculated that he could best retain 
loyalty and residence of all five of his residence wives, and perhaps also attract additional 
wives to live with him, by serving Rega’s pressing demon needs at that time. 
Some Relevant Details of Rega’s Marital Career 
The next few days were totally consumed by the flight back to the United States, with a brief 
stopover in England, and then several more days slipped by before I got to my field notes, 
                                                                                                                                                  
After a wait of about six months, the secondary school finally accepted him without his taking any further 
examinations. Then about nine months later, a few weeks before my departure from Irigwe, he came back to 
work for me during his summer vacation, this time at regular clerk’s pay, as my “special assistant.” 
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and was able to review what I had written about Rega when I had taken her census nearly a 
year before. 
I then found that Rega noted in her census answers that all the children she bore her 
early husbands had died, and that after the death of the last one about a decade ago, she had 
become so troubled by [rîjé] that her then husband had held [Sá Rîjé] for her. Soon thereafter, 
she said she had moved to Tari’s at Brari Anyi, where, as she put it, her luck changed, and 
she successfully bore him three boys who were all still healthy. She said that in recent years 
she had been able to keep her [rîjé] at bay by participating in [Sá Rîjé] dances. I presume that 
she was referring to [Sá Rîjé] dances such as the one held for Zimbe, where I had later seen 
her dance.  
Rega also had told me when I was taking her census that her father had asked her for 
their youngest son who was still a toddler, and that he would go to live with him within a 
couple of years. Several of Rega’ co-wives had been present at the time, and shortly 
thereafter I was able to ask them, in as casual manner as I could muster, whether Rega’s 
youngest son would indeed be sent to live with his maternal grandfather (i.e. Rega’s own 
father). They concurred, and one co-wife had quietly commented that Rega and Tari were 
fortunate indeed to have three young healthy boys at home with them. 22 
I don’t think I gave another thought to Rega’s promise to her father until that last 
morning in Irigwe when I was talking with her co-wives, several of whom had been present 
when I took her census. On that final occasion I suddenly found myself asking them whether 
Rega had sent her youngest son to live with her father yet, and they had replied that she 
hadn’t, but planned to do so soon. By then I had learned of so many instances where women 
claimed they had married one or another man because of their (the women’s) fathers’ wishes, 
that it seemed unremarkable to find such a pattern of daughterly compliance also extending 
to the fruits of their reproductivity. In any case, Rega’s intentions gave evidence of her 
dutiful relationship with her father, and probably also of Tari’s positive relationship with 
him.  
III. Irigwe Demon Seizure [Cirima Rîjé]: Its Major Social Implications  
Irigwe differentiate conceptually and in practice, between “placating” and “controlling” 
demons. “Demon placating [sá rîjé],” which is the first step or stage in the treatment of 
“demon seizure [cirima rîjé],” is relatively simple, and widely employed. “Demon controlling 
[nyí rîjé],” is much more involved, and is resorted to only in more persistent and severe cases 
of demon seizure. I shall briefly review and contrast these two treatment practices, and then 
in conclusion I shall reconsider the social network building and strengthening they foster 
between demon victim and her relatives, including affines, and also to the presiding experts.  
                                                
22 The other co-wife, noting my look of puzzlement, had then explained that when a woman bears a 
husband more than two children, her father, if he has no more children at home, may “beg [mú]” to have the 
youngest child to raise. She had then added that some other close relatives such as a childless sister, could make 
the same request. Another co-wife then chimed in and said that people with several young children who refuse 
such requests have to worry about being called “stingy [nzumi]” and becoming the targets of envy! 
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“Demon Placating [Sá Rîjé]” 
It is usual to hold a “demon placating ceremony [sá rîjé]” for someone who has suffered a 
severe demon seizure [cirima rîjé]. We have seen that when [sá rîjé] was held for Zimbe wife 
of Daeli, several other wives resident at Brari Anyi joined her in the demon dancing [so rotzu 
rîjé], and they also appeared to derive emotional aid and assurance in dealing with their own 
demons. Zimbe was not much troubled by her demon during the remainder of my stay in 
Irigwe, but several of her co-wives [uri], were being increasingly troubled, and eventually a 
higher level of treatment, namely [Nyí Rîjé], was held on behalf of Rega w/o Tari, who also 
lived at Brari Anyi.  
“Demon Taming/Control [Nyí Rîjé]” 
“Demon taming/control [nyí rîjé]” is the provenance of experts who have developed the 
ability to “conjure up/evoke demons [hüîré rîjé].” It appears that learning a demon’s name is 
the key to gaining mastery and control over it. Once armed with that knowledge, the victim 
can evoke the demon by calling its name, then learn how to appease it, and eventually master 
and use it as a positive force.23 
My last morning in Irigwe, immediately following Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé], her co-wives 
told me that she would now be able to learn how to call up and use her demon’s power both 
for her own benefit and for the good of others. But when I then asked what sort of 
apprenticeship this would involve for her, they brushed my questions aside, declaring that I 
would have to ask demon experts themselves about such matters.24  
Network Building  
During that last morning’s discussion with Rega’s co-wives I found them willing, indeed 
eager, to tell me who had been invited to Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé], and to point out which guests 
received special attention. I failed at the time, however, to understand how strongly these 
comments reflected their concern about Rega’s establishing or reinforcing social ties with 
people at Brari Anyi and elsewhere, especially with those who could underwrite her 
apprenticeship to Demon Chief Libe. Indeed only now, forty years later, when reviewing my 
field notes and census material for this paper, have I come to realize the extent of the social 
network building and reaffirmation that my clerk and I had witnessed at Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] 
ceremony. 
                                                
23 It is my impression that only a small proportion of the Irigwe who suffer from spirit possession actually 
have their demon identified and “tamed” for them, and that only a few of those then go on to develop careers as 
health practitioners. Unfortunately I have little quantitative evidence with which to support this impression.  
24 I never got the opportunity to ask Rega or demon experts about such an apprenticeship, nor had I had 
gathered much information relevant to this in other contexts. About nine months prior to this, when gathering 
my census material I had asked all respondents whether they were “troubled/possessed by rîjé [bi rîjé],” but then 
I was still clueless about varying stages of demon treatment and control, and demon taming as a part of health 
practitioners’ training and remedial tool kit. And I remained completely ignorant about such things until Rega’s 
[Nyí Rîjé]. 
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During Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] my clerk repeatedly pointed out to me one or another 
individual who was being offered food and drink, or in some other way publicly recognized. 
Also he asserted on several occasions that the presence and involvement of one or another 
“important/big/noteworthy person [brane]” was assuring the success of the ceremony. 
Although I lack the “follow through” inquiries that would have further contextualized these 
observations, I can assert with reasonable confidence that most individuals who were 
publicly recognized and thanked at Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] were indeed leaders or representatives 
of social groups with whom Rega and also others at Brari Anyi were seeking membership or 
affiliation, or with whom they wanted to strengthen ties.  
The field notes that my clerk and I wrote up our last night together identified by name 
(thanks primarily to my clerk’s wise insistence and excellent memory) those who were 
especially recognized at Rega’s ceremony, and also included the names of others whose 
presence Rega’s co-wives had spoken to me about that last morning. Also, the census data I 
had earlier gathered from residents of Brari Anyi and several other extended family 
compounds, attest to the extensive social ties already existing between Rega and other 
residents of Brari Anyi prior to her [Nyí Rîjé]. And recently, when reviewing my field notes 
for this paper I found I had witnessed and recorded other sorts of healing ceremonies 
involving similar kinship and neighborhood affirming activities (for example ceremonies for 
ailing children and for adults suffering from a variety of other persistent afflictions). 
By way of illustration I shall briefly reconsider the eight people (plus my clerk and 
me) who actually witnessed the discovery of Rega’s demon’s name, and note the relationship 
each of them had to Rega and her [Nyí Rîjé] ceremony. I shall start with the three women, 
namely, Rega, Libe, and Ndi, and the special social significance the presence of the other two 
had for Rega.  
Rega was, of course, the patient; and it was from her utterances towards the end of the 
ceremony while she was possessed, that Libe, “Chief of Demons,” gleaned the name of 
Rega’s possessing demon, and then announced that its name was “Laemi.”25 Ndi, Libe’s 
“Assistant Chief of Demons,” had supervised most of the planning and logistics of earlier 
portions of the [Nyí Rîjé] ceremony, but at this crucial final stage, she simply was 
participating in the dancing.  
The five men present, in addition to my clerk and me, were Ritwe, Gwi, Rabo, 
Dokwa and Jiri. At first Ritwe supplied the music, played the grass harp and led the chanting. 
He then assumed de facto leadership during the finale of the demon naming activities, his 
blindness in no way inhibiting him. It was he who made the preliminary offering of an egg to 
“call up the demon [hüîré rîjé],” and who prompted Libe when to ask Rega for her demon’s 
name. Apparently his tribal-wide renown as an “augurer/curer [nevo]” underlay his full 
acceptance as the person in charge. 
                                                
25 I never got any clue that “Laemi” was actually the name of any living person male or female. But in 
Irigwe, name discovery or bestowal, whether on a human, animal, place, or spirit, was always the first step in 
establishing a personal relationship with someone or something. 
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Gwi took no active role in anything, and I wondered at the time why he was being 
treated as an honored guest and plied with extra servings of beer and meat, but the next 
morning Tari, and also Rega’s co-wives, explained that Gwi was the “Ritual Chief of Rabu 
Compound [Baeri Rabu]” in Nuhwie Section, where Libe was currently residing with her 
husband who belonged to a junior lineage there. Clearly they felt that Gwi’s presence was 
most appropriate because of his ritual leadership at Libe’s current place of residence, and 
needed no further explanation.26  
Rabo, the third man present during this final demon naming/taming procedure, took 
no active role, except to join in the possession dancing. He was the only male Brari Anyi 
resident troubled by [rîjé], and at the time I assumed he had remained on to the end simply 
because he had felt like participating in the demon dancing. But later my clerk pointed out 
that Rabo had been the only Brari Anyi elder present who was not a member of Tari’s own 
household, and his presence helped confirm that Rega’s ceremony had the full sponsorship of 
other Brari Anyi households in addition to Tari’s. My clerk noted that the brief appearance of 
Ndu (Tari’s blind father) just before the identification of the demon’s name had begun, had 
helped confirm the entire Branyi Anyi Compound’s sponsorship of the ceremonial, but that 
Ndu had departed before the demon’s name was actually identified. 
Brari Anyi had no ordained Ritual Chief [Baeri] at that time, because the previous 
incumbent had died a number of months earlier, and his successor had not yet been chosen. 
Everyone realized that Ndu, because of his blindness, general feebleness, and frequent 
forgetfulness, would most probably not accept the post of Ritual Chief [Baeri], and that the 
next seniormost Brari Anyi man would then be nominated in his stead, but it would not have 
been seemly for this next seniormost elder to assume ritual chiefly functions prior to his 
formal induction. Thus Ndu was currently viewed as Anyi Compound [Brari Anyi]’s pro tem 
“Ritual Chief [Baeri Ngwe],” and his brief presence, and the greetings he extended, could be 
seen as conveying the entire compound’s general sponsorship of the occasion.  
Under these circumstances, the appearance and involvement of another elder at the 
ceremonial’s climax, namely Rabo, who came from another Brari Anyi household, and who 
was of sound mind and body, helped affirm that Rega’s demon naming ceremonial had the 
sponsorship of the entire Brari Anyi Compound cluster, even though Rabo, because he was 
an elder of a junior Anyi Compound lineage, was not eligible truly to represent the entire 
compound cluster. 
Dokwa, the fourth man present, was Rega’s own father. By calling in her father and 
serving him food and drink just prior to the climax of her [rîjé], Rega reaffirmed her filial ties 
with him, and thus her mystical connection to her patrilineage. Her father’s presence and 
good will at that critical moment in Rega’s life was certainly perceived by everyone as 
important to her health and general well being.  
                                                
26 I regret that I never had the opportunity to talk with Libe, or others who knew her, about why she chose 
to reside with her husband at Rabu compound rather than with one or another of her other husbands, and to ask 
her whether (and why) a female Demon Doctor wanted or needed the formal support or endorsement of the 
head of compound in which she was residing. 
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Irigwe believe that a potent mystical affinity binds a woman to her father and lineage. 
Thus it was prudent of Tari to make sure that Rega’s father, Dokwa, was present to witness 
her demon’s name-finding. To be sure, once a woman bears a child, one or more of a 
woman’s husbands (or in old age one or another of her sons) become her major economic 
and daily source of support. Nevertheless, an Irigwe woman’s father (or, if he is deceased or 
absent, an appointee of the Ritual Chief of her father’s Compound) remains formally 
responsible for her, both ritually and jurally, throughout her entire lifetime. To undertake a 
ceremonial act as important as identifying the name of a woman’s demon without inviting 
her father (or his recognized stand-in) could well have caused him (or his ghost) to feel 
neglected and resentful towards his daughter.  
Irigwe repeatedly assured me that anger in a man’s heart against his daughter (or even 
anger in the heart of his designated successor) may disrupt her own soul’s disposition, and 
even more likely, the soul disposition of her children, thereby endangering their health 
(Sangree 1974b). Thus even as Tari was strengthening his conjugal bond with Rega by 
sponsoring her demon-taming ceremonial, it was also important for the sake of their 
childrens’ health, for him to acknowledge and honor the lasting ritual bond between Rega 
and her father, by inviting him to be present when her demon’s name was identified.  
That final morning, when Tari was talking with me about all this, he mentioned that 
he had forgotten to call Rega’s father, but that Ritwe had remembered and reminded him to 
do so at the last minute. 
Jiri, the fifth man present, was a renowned Irigwe diviner/healer [nevo]. His active 
involvement in Rega’s demon-naming process, although relatively minor and fleeting, further 
legitimized, and strengthened her new status as a demon doctor novitiate.27  
To review briefly the social roles of those witnessing the climax of Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] 
ceremony, the two women present, in addition to Rega, were the presiding demon experts. 
The five male elders took relatively passive roles through most of the ceremony, but political 
and lineage-related leadership in Irigwe is solely the prerogative of male elders, and they 
provided crucial validation for these three women’s social statuses by their presence and 
involvement at the ceremony’s climax. Two of the male elders were representing the two 
communities where the two presiding female demon experts resided (i.e., the communities of 
the husbands with whom each had chosen to reside), and their presence and prestige in effect 
supported these women’s personal bona fides. The third male elder represented Rega’s 
husband’s lineage, and thus her own acceptance and support at her chosen place of residence. 
The fourth elder was Rega’s own father—what better representative of one’s own natal ties 
could one have! The fifth elder, namely Jiri, was a healer of tribal renown. He also happened 
to be an elder from the compound where Ndi was residing with her husband, which thus 
further validated her bona fides and authority at Rega’s ceremony. Together these five male 
elders formed an impressive set of underwriters for Rega’s demon ceremonial, and for her 
possible future apprenticeship and career as a healer.  
                                                
27 Unfortunately I never had an opportunity to talk with Jiri and find out (among other things) whether he 
attributed his own success as a doctor [nevo] primarily to his demon or other supernatural agencies.  
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Tari’s support was evident in many indirect ways. For example he was literally 
standing in the doorway during most of the ceremony’s climax, and the smile of approval he 
gave my clerk and me when Rega beckoned us to join her and the others in her hut, reassured 
us that we were welcome.  
The psychocathartic aspects of Rega’s [Hüîré Rîjé] were neither as marked nor as 
focused on her as they had been on Zimbe at Zimbe’s “Demon Placating [Sá Rîjé].” Its 
network building aspects, however, were much more pronounced, and clearly strengthened 
her affiliations in the very social arenas that the conflicting nature of Irigwe wifely duties 
tends to weaken. They greatly reinforced Rega’s affinal ties to Tari and his lineage members, 
and also her “co-wifely [uri]” solidarity with his other resident wives. Last but not least, 
Rega’s patrilineal affiliations were reaffirmed by the formal welcome extended to her father 
during the climatic identification of her demon’s name. Patrilineal links, although they are 
regarded as very important for a woman’s well being, tend to be problematic and difficult for 
Irigwe women to maintain, especially as they get older, so this reaffirmation was certainly a 
plus for Rega.  
Rega’s [Nyí Rîjé] ceremony appeared to open the possibility of her apprenticeship to 
an established demon doctor. For this she would need both the continuing mystical support of 
her patrikin, and the substantial material support of the husband with whom she was residing, 
and his kinspeople. Were she eventually to became a healer herself, her co-wives would 
expect generous and effective treatment from her, and her supporting husband and his 
agnates would hope finally to accrue major social prestige, as well as some material benefits, 
from her practice. 
Conclusions 
Traditional Irigwe marriage practices impose tremendous affiliative disjunctiveness upon 
wives. Husbands, for their part, feel bereaved when a wife leaves, and usually endeavor to 
get her back or replace her with another wife from elsewhere fairly quickly. But men’s life-
long patrilocal residence affords them a wider domestic affiliative stability that women can 
almost never achieve. Wives are not heirs to any such continuity of residence. They are 
expected to move repeatedly from one husband to another, especially in their early 
adulthood, leaving their children behind with their fathers. Each such move entails a 
woman’s adjusting to a different set of in-laws.  
“Just move on,” figuratively speaking (and also literally speaking for women), is the 
universal Irigwe prescription for dealing with feelings of grief and loss. Irigwe tradition 
strongly discourages directly expressing personal feelings of grief. Stillbirths and infants’ 
deaths are attributed (but not exclusively) to the same troublesome demons [rîjé] that so 
frequently afflict women. Mothers are expected to endure an infant’s death with quiet 
stoicism and forego expressions of grief, lest they further anger the demons or rock the boat 
at their in-law’s home. Wives report moving from one husband to another in hopes of finding 
a more infant-congenial, demon-free, or demon-friendly environment. But this residential 
shift might, of course, well exacerbate the affiliative disjunctiveness they are already 
experiencing.  
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Demon possession of one sort or another is widespread throughout Africa. Indeed it is 
found worldwide. In Irigwe, however, its most common manifestation, [rîjé], appears to be 
fueled significantly by the affiliative stresses that Irigwe marriage traditions generate for 
women. The specific treatments for [rîjé] victims that I was able to learn about helped them 
express otherwise muted feelings of abandonment and grief, and also actively reaffirmed and 
extended their social ties within the framework of their current marital unions. 
Post Script 
Decades ago I published an article on the Dodo Cult in Irigwe. This is a secret society for 
men that Irigwe husbands were increasingly supporting when I was there, because they felt it 
kept their wives from leaving them for other husbands, and also because they hoped it would 
help chase away the demons that were so frequently afflicting their women. (Sangree 1974a). 
I hesitated to write up my material on Irigwe demon possession because my experience with 
it, although very intense, was very limited and based primarily on one case I had witnessed. 
Recently, however, I became inspired to write up this material on Irigwe demon possession, 
and point out its possible relevance to their marriage system, after reading about another 
most unusual (albeit radically different) marriage system. I am referring to the recently 
published very detailed ethnographic account of “A Society Without Fathers or Husbands: 
The Na of China,” 2001, which was written by the French trained Chinese social anthropolo-
gist, Cia Hua.  
Cia presents convincing evidence that the Na, for many generations, have disregarded 
the social significance of fatherhood and sexual spousal (husband-wife) relationships. Instead 
both siblingship and notions of descent, in Na, devolve exclusively from maternal ties—
which also become the critical boundaries for mandatory sexual exogamy and incest 
avoidance.  
Cia describes in great detail how Na households are organized and perpetuate 
themselves over the generations, and also chronicles the numerically rich but fleeting 
character of men and women’s sexual relationships. But as Clifford Geertz notes in his 
excellent review of the monograph (Geertz, 2001), almost nothing is reported about the 
nature and quality of lasting interpersonal ties, or about the flavor and rhythm of Na 
household and community life. What, then, can one assume about the texture and quality of 
interpersonal ties in Na, where they appear to throw potential husbands (but not babies) out 
with the bath!  
The Irigwe, in stark contrast to the Na (and also when compared with most other 
societies), appear to overproduce and socially over utilize marriage and kinship ties, often at 
the expense of conjugal and maternal continuity. Cia’s book jolted me into wondering how I 
could best convey the texture and quality of interpersonal ties in Irigwe, where normal 
marital practices so often make hash of conjugal and maternal bonding. Irigwe women’s 
problems with spirit possession immediately popped into my mind, and the steps that their 
husbands and neighbors took to help them deal with them. The more I thought about and 
went over my field data on Irigwe spirit possession the more I discovered vignette-like 
incidents that conveyed social and emotional aspects of Irigwe spousal interaction, especially 
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when I included some of the shadows and static that my observing presence injected into the 
incidents.  
I lack the first hand information to make a well rounded study of Irigwe spirit 
possession, so I simply present this material as a striking facet of Irigwe social life that 
appears to have functional relevance to affiliative stresses generated by their polyandrous 
polygynous marriage system. If nothing else, this material may help clarify how the 
traditional Irigwe treatment for women’s spirit possession helped strengthen victims’ social 
relationships, especially with their co-wives, many of whom were also spirit possession 
victims.  
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Irigwe Section Diagram  
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Appendix II 
 
 
 
Typical Multiple Household Compound [Brari] 
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Appendix III 
 
Girl going to another husband, followed by an escort of younger siblings. 
 
Appendix IV 
 
Elder with five resident wives and several of their children. 
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Appendix V 
 
Sá Rîjé 
 
Appendix VI 
 
Tì Rîjé  
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Tì Rîjé 
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Walter H. Sangree    
Born in 1926, I was raised, together with my seven siblings, by our mother and, successively, 
two stepfathers, in a Philadelphia and Nantucket Quaker cultural environment. My own 
father, also a powerful part-time parenting presence, was a charismatic Congregational pastor 
in a small western Massachusetts town, where he founded and ran a refugee center for 
several families who had fled Nazism. 
 I was a conscientious objector during the Second World War, and postwar 
community reconstruction experiences in Europe spawned my interest in other societies, and 
pursuing a PhD in anthropology at the University of Chicago. I taught at the University of 
Rochester from 1957 until 1995, where I helped found and nurture the undergraduate and 
graduate programs in social anthropology. 
 Anthropologists joke that they usually get to study the societies they deserve, 
and my two major field experiences suggest there may be some truth in this. 
  A Fulbright Grant sponsored my early 1954–56 research on the Tiriki of Kenya. 
I found that in pre-colonial times the Tiriki had been the de facto peacekeepers between three 
distinctive cultural groups. After accepting Kalenjin style male initiation and graded age 
group practices, the Bantu Tiriki were able to become effective mediators between other 
Bantu groups to the north and the Kalenjin groups to the east. Thus conjoined, these two 
groups worked together to discourage Luo incursions into their southern flanks. 
 My 1963–65 fieldwork in Irigwe, Plateau State, Nigeria, was supported by the 
National Science Foundation. The Irigwe exposed me to marriage and family norms and 
behaviors that made my own rather idiosyncratically complicated family background seem 
relatively simple and straightforward. Several of my publications on the Irigwe explore 
details of their polyandrous polygynous marriage practices that “westerners,” including most 
anthropologists, find difficult to understand, let alone accept. I am currently completing a 
monograph that will give a more general picture of Irigwe traditional practices. 
 
